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RELATIONSHIPS BEWEFN GRADES IN TECHIICAL MAThENATICS 
m' IN CERTAIN OTHER TECHNICAL SuBJECTS IN THE 
MECHA1ICAL TECHNOLOGY CUIIRICULUM AT THE 

FRIE COUNTY TECHNICAL INSTITUTE 

CHAPTER I 

Iritrpducti4 

Statement j irobIexn 

Primarily, the purpose of this study is to deter- 

mine what relationships exist between technical mathema- 

tics grades and grades in applied physics and related 

technical subjects in the mechanical technology curriculum 

at the Erie County Technical Institute during two selected 

years. 

To achieve this purpose, all data ori specific cor- 

relations between such courses were compiled, analyzed and 

presented with two cain goals in mind: 

1. The comparison of specific technical mathematics 

grades to grades in selected technical and applied 

physics courses; and 

2. The comparison of overall technical mathematics 

grades with overall scholastic performance as 

shown by nunibor of quality points. 
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Need and turøose study 

Because of the urgent need for technicians which 

exists in all phases of induGtry, particularly in en.- 

gineering, it is important that such schools as the 

Erie County Technical Institute accept the kinds of 

applicants who will make the best technicians. It is 

also important that such applicants show the kinds of 

abilities which will enable as many as possible to corn.- 

plete their courses. 

There is a widespread fteling among technical 

institute administrators department heads and instruc.-. 

tors that ability in techcai. mathematics is closely 

related to abilities in other technical subjects. In 

fact, it was at the urging of such personnel at the Erie 

County echnical Institute that the writer took up the 

present study. Earlier studies of various curriculums 

at the school have investigated other factors which, it 
was felt, might be responsible for student success in a 

technical institute curriculum. Such questions were asked 

as, What bearing does the type of' high school attended or 

the type of high school course completed have on achieve- 

ment? What predictions for student success can be made 

from scores on entrance tests? What type of test will 

have the highest correlation with student success? 
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This study is an attempt to answer a further ques- 

tion: "Are there any significant correlations which exist 

between grades in technical mathematics and other grades 
in a given institute curriculum?", and the related query, 
"Is there any relationship botween overall technical riathe- 

4 xnatics performance and overall scholastic performance i 
al]. subjects?" These quostions become more rtinent in 
view of the fact thais no other study made at the Erie County 

Technical Institute has proven that any one factor is an 

element in student success in technical institute work. 

However, the need for such a study as this is not 

merely to prove theoretically that technical mathematics 

has a bearing on success in technical subjects. If such 

a relationship exists, many practical uses can be made of 

it, both before and after the student enters the institute. 
High school counselors could use the proven fact to convince 

prospective technical institute students and their parents 
of the great value oi. mtunematies. Special help could be 

given both to the exceptional nu to the inferior student 
of mt'2t1c5 after ne reacnes the institute. A coordina- 
ted effort could be made to set up a community-wide program 

for the encouragement of the study of mathematics in pre- 

paration for a technical career. 
Because of these many uses, the writer feels there is 

a real and pressing need for such a stu4 as this. 



Scope of problem 
i 

Besides the statistical correlations thich are the 

heart of this study, certain other information Is Included 

in order to properly place lt in its significant context. 

The history of the technical institute movement In the 

United States is discussed in Chapter III. Chapter IV 

covers the growth of such institutes in New York state and 

particularly describes the Erie County Technical Institute. 

Because this study deals with the technical mathematics 

program as it relates to the mechanical technology curri 

culum at the institute, Chapter V describes both the 

curriculum and the mathematics department. 

The time period covered In these pages is 19+ and 

1955. It was carefully chosen as the most representative 

time for a statistical analysis because of factors which 

have affected institute classes since the beginning. During 

the pioneer years a preponderance of World War II veterans 

raised both the average age and the average experience of 

early students. Latera the uncertainties of the Korean 

Conflict caused fluctuations In enrollment, as well as 

keeping many from enrolling who might otherwise have done 

so. The graduates of l95+ and 1955, however, aro a more 

representative sample upon which to base such a study as 

thi.s because they aro younger and have little or no 
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oxperienco. And according to institute administrators, 

this is tho pattern of classes to conio. Had final data 

been available at this tine, tho graduates o 1956 would 

also have been included. 

The statistical coro of this, study is contained 

In Chapter VII. It includes data on all mathematical 

courses and on selected key subjects which were taken by 

mechanIcal technology seniors in l951 and 1955. 

Definitions 

These definitions represent the nioanings of the 

terms as they are used in this study. Statistical terris 

have not been included; they include those which are corn- 

monly accepted by statistIcal authorities and scholars 

in general. 

"Overall performance" is the total achievement of 
a student in all subjects of the curriculum as denonstra 

ted by his total number of quality points. 

"Quality points" are grade equivalents earned as 

follows: A, 3 quality points for each credit hour; B, 2 

quality points for each credit hour; C, i qualIty point 

for each credIt hour; and D, no qualitj points. 

"Technical Institute" refers to a two-year, corn... 

xnunity-centered, post.-high school program which 

offers a broadly based terminal curriculum combining 

4 
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theory and pattice, and loading directly to employment 

in industry at a semipofessional level. 

'Technical subjects" re those which are basic to 

satisfactory performance of the ob for which the student 

is being trained. 

"Technology" moans an instîtute program which coni- 

bines instruction in the skills and knowledge essential 

to vocational uceess with extensive practical ocperience 

on the job, to enable the student to become competent in 

a technical occupation. 
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CHAPTER II 

historical yiew Related Literature 

At first glance, literature related to this topic 

seemed to divide itself into to classes: that which 

compared mathematics ability with scholastic success; 

and that i,thich was concerned with technical institute 

education. 

However, in a thorough search of four libraries - 

the Erie County (New York) Public Library, the Grosvenor 

Reference Library, the Buffalo State Teachers College 

Library and the University of Buffalo Library - the writer 
encountered a serious difficulty in locating studies of the 
first class. Any comparisons of mathematics ability with 

scholastic success bore no relevance to the problem at 

hand, because no comparison of technical institute mathe- 

maties with any other kind of mathematics was possible. 

This is because technical mathematics is applied mathe- 

maties; necessarily so, because of the demands of a short, 

intensive technical curriculum. 
a Therefore, the writer decided to confine this review 

to the studies pertaining to the arie County Technical In- 

stitute, both because they are fairly numerous and because 

they have more direct bearing on the present study. 

4 



The thirteen which have been done on 

tho i.rie County Technical Institute were fortunately 

readily available, and they seemed to divide tbeelves 

naturally into five separate groups. 

Literatye fl VOQI Q IMU$tI'Ial e4ueat1p 
9fl aara FrQntr 

Ihile the institute was still in the planning 

stage, Notar (31+) proposed a ram zor such a two- 

year techieï college. He outlined the need of this 

industrial area for a technical institute, described the 

types of institutions olfering technical educaion at tnat 

tiiie and further discussed the particular situation in New 

'Lorb: stte, In line with his o special interest, he 

proposed a curriculw r construction technology, to be 

offered by the new school. 

After the institute had been established, Kuehn (23) 

described various aspects of technical education on the 

Niagara Frontier. He discussed tuo curriculum develop- 

nent at Buffalo Technical High School, the Erie County 

Technical Institute and the engineering school of the 

University oi 3uffaio. Comparing mathematics and English 

courses at Tecìinica3. uiigh Schoo]. and the institute, he 

found that over 8O of the materials wore counon to both 

schools. 



I4torature , ttiw jfle jjute icuii 

Ressing (38) described how the course in 
communications sk.iUs was ±orriu1ateã a; th instiuute 
leve). an integrated into tì crricu1u. ' uer (7) 
approached e prob1ei from a diierent angle, giving 

a siiort tistory o technical trends ich created the 

institute and describing the industrial area which it 
serves. He surveyed other local courses in social 
studIes as well as the rirograr at the instituto. 

Righter (39) exaIned the technical inatheriatics 

program arid showed how technical instituto niathenatics 
is related to general or abstract natheratics and to 

Industriel matheniatics. Ho also discussed the indivi.. 
dualized instruction which is a feature of institutes, 
and examined the results of' the first five years of this 
type of rnathertatles and probable future trends. 

Lazo (2+) described "the first known atteiipt to 

incorporate library training courses for the training 
of library technicians" (2+, p. ii) into an Institute 
prograii. flhe further covered the adrilnistration and 

teaching of such a prograni. 

Notar (3) showed how the construction technology 

progran developed, the types of jobs to thich It leads 

and briefly discussed the Institute building program. 
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Literatu o cooerative irorajn with ç1ustry 

Writing on the first year of the cooperative program, 

Shenton dec1.red that "it is generally agreed that a 

yearly review of the program should be made to detorrilne 
if lt is fulfilling the need for which it was establishedtt 

p. ). Ho showed how the cooperative employnent 

program was set up at the institute and showed how it 
compared favorably with the long established program 

of the Rochester Institute of Technology. 

À more aid broader study of the partnership 
between the school and industry, by Cornell (lo), 

described the amazing industria]. versatility of the Niagara 

Frontier. She showed how an advisory board of local In... 

dustrial loaders operated at the school, and included 
results of a survey ori the cooperative program as well as 

data on the public relations prograri. 

Literature relating to the seìoto ç 

Whitmore Oi9) tried to discover what bearing 
the type of high school or high school course had on. 

preparedness, achievement, degree of diffIculty and degree 

of importance in subject fields and areas, as well as the 

effect of this on withdrawals. He 'ound thit no one type 

of educational preparation could be called better than 
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the other. 

Spring (+) was concerned with the value of 

testing. He compared the American Council on Education 

psychological exanination scores with scholarship point 

averages of students, but the correlation did riot prove 

a significant one. Interestingly enough, though, the 

quantitative score did not rate higher than the linguistic 

score, as one might expect for this type of training. 

Brandstetter (7) decided that the Engineering and 

Physical Science Aptitude Test had a much higher corre- 

lation with success than the ACE scores. Ho recommended 

that the test with the greater predictive value be admin-. 

istered and that a test of personal traits be adopted as 

part of the admissions procedure. 

Literature relating exinsion of institute 

Notar (35) discussed a functional plan for the 

flew building to house the institute and briefly described 

other plans. Since the site for which these plans were 

made proved unavailable, the discussion has lost some 
of its relevance. 

By gathering data from various administration per- 

sonnel at the institute, Newell (2g) tried to determine 

what type of a building would best meet the requirements 
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of a new Erle County Technical Institute. He described 

the drawbacks of the current building, thlch is outdated 

and in many ways unsuitable for a school, and showed how 

the enrollment potential made a modern building necessary. 

Although this studydoes not pertain to the selectIon 
of students, per se, the findings of the three studies 
under that heading represent the juJnpingoff point it 
requires. It is therefore a further attempt to find what 

factors may be responsible for' student success in a tech.- 

nica]. institute curriculum, since high school background 

and success in entrance tests by accepted students have 

proven insignificant factors. The writer feels that the 

relationship between mathematical ability and success in 

technical courses may prove a pregnant one for discovering 

what qualities maite a good technical institute student. 
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CHAPTER IV 

Dev?1Qtnent TcuLc 

Although the technicalinstitute has been on the 

Aierican scene for more than a century in the broadest 

sense of the terri, the postseoondary inctitution to 

%th:Lch that name is most accurately applied has existed 

for a much shorter time. The development of this typo o 

education veas most characteristic of Europe during the 19th 

century; lt is only during this century that it has received 

its greatest iipetus in the United States. 
There was a central. philosophy behind the movements 

in the European countries whlch gave rise to local techni- 

cal instItutions, as they were called in Britain, or tech- 

nical middle schools, their name on the Continent. But 

on the contrary, technical education in the United States 

has been sporadic and notably lacking in dlroction In 

the last few years this tendency has been recognized ar 

an attempt is being made to standardize such schools and 

place them definitely in the entire educational scheme. 

Forerunners technical institutes 

The most important 19th century development was the 

mechanics' institutes, founded to improve the condition of 



work1ngc1ass society throu8h education. No special edu- 

cationa]. requirenents existed at the tine; the schools 

were philanthropic in origin. They have played an impor-. 

tant part in the development of vocational education and 
today occupy an important place in the field (, p. 167). 

Some time later proprietary schools grew up, but they 
probably deserve less credit than the mechanics* institutes. 

Certainly few of them made such concrete contributions as, 
for instance, Rochester Institute of Technology, which 

grew out of the Rochester Atenaeum arid Mechanics' Institute. 

These two merged in 3.891 and were renwned the Rochester 
Institute of Technology in l9*+. RIT was tho first tech- 

nical institute to inaugurate a cooperative progrn, in 

l9l2 and at the present time offers full-time and cooper-. 
ative day instruction, plus a considerable range of evening 
courses, including diploma programs. It is coeducational 

and high-school graduation or its equivalent is required 

for admission. Recently the school has begun to offer 

five-year degree courses in engineering similar to those 

offered by the engineering colleges. 

This latter tendency, the dcveiopmentd' four-. or 

five-year professional courses out of the original two-year 

progr, is one which has plagued the technical institute 

for many decades. Many of the early technical institutes, 

such as the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, evolved 
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into engineering ccI1e'es and either abandoned or erirnhasized 

secondarily their two...year programs. Since the ratio of 

technicians required for each engineer is now more than 

five to one, the need for two-year schools continues to be 

more persistent than the need for more engineering colleges. 

juri.or coUe Qvement 

Fortunately, another development which occurred 

around the turn of the century helped to foster the growth 

of two-year technical institutes. This was the junior 

collego, a practical answer to better personal and vocation- 

al adequacy for those who were not suited to, could not 

afford or did not want a four-year college education. 

The movement beganin Illinois, where the first junior 

college, a private ones Lew Institute, was established in 

Chicago in ]i396. In 1902 the public junior coflege movement 

originated in the extension upward by two years of the 

Jouet Township High School, also in Illinois (6, p. 9). 

From the beginning, junior colleges have had to dis- 

tinet purposes. The first is to prepare for further study 

at a four-year college; the second Is to o:ctend high school 

education i0 enable students to meet the increasing chal- 

longes of life and work. It can be soon that the second 

purpose requires a practical, terminal curriculum, 'thilo 

the first involves a moro traditional college course. 
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The first, which was the primary purpose of the original 

junior colleges, has steadily been decreasing in impor- 

tance while the terminal function has been increasing. 

However, in states such as California, Texas and Missis- 

sippi, preparation is stiU an important factor (6, p. 

The junior college movement grew quickly. Part of 

this growth may be traced to the fact that between 1900 

and 1951+, the college-age population increased more than 
31).%, At the turn of the century there were in the United 

States eight junior colleges with an enrollment of 100 

students; by 1951+ there were 600, enrolling half a million 

students. The major impetus in this astounding growth 

has occurred since 1920. 

Besides the increase in colleges themselves, their 
character has altered radically. At first most were pri- 

vately controlled, but the proportion of publicly controlled 

schools increased from 26 in 1915 to 55% in 1952, at which 

time 86' of junior college students were enrolled in pub- 

licly sponsored institutions. There is an increasing num- 

ber of schools boasting both private and public endonent 

(6, D. 10). 

To illustrate the growth of the public junior college, 

the state of California is an apt example. in 1907 a law 

was passed authorizing two years of postgraduate courses 

in high school districts. Both the University of California 
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arid Stanford University were active In promoting this 

rnoverent, as has not often happened in other states. In 

fact, President David Starr Jordan of Stanford introduced 

and popularized the term "junior co11ege' (6, p. U). 
The first junior college Was established in 19Ï0 and in 

1917, state and county support was granted. Since thon, 

growth has been rapid and in 19f California had 73 junior 

colleges (67 of which wore public), far ahead of any other 

state in the nation. Texas, with +5, was the next in line 

(9, pP. 3-1F). 

Another big factor In increasing enroUent In junior 

colleges was the length of the curriculum. Traditionally 

this has been two yearsì which Is why the tern tttwo.year 

college" is ordinarily used interchangeably ïIth the terni 

tjfljCr college." However, there are also one-, three- 

and four-year colleges listed under this same general head- 

Ing. Of the 598 junior colleges tabulated for the year 

1955, eight had one year; 6O two years; throes three 

years; and 27, four years. The four-year organizatIon has 

dropped froii a high of +i in 19+9 and seems to be going 

out of favor. Interestingly enough, 82 of these junior 

colleges aro coeducational (9, p. 1+5). 

Generally, junior colleges are listed under two 

types: the coninunity college, which seeks to serve any 

local need not being met by other educational institutions 
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on a postsoCofldar3r level in the particular corxnunity; 

and the special college, which selects its own area of 

instruction and tries to excel in a few areas even b 

neglectIng othe's (6, p. 3). The community junior college 

h taken on three functions as its sphere of operatIons: 

to extend education so that people xay rieet the requirerents 

of autonation and other cp1e business improvements; to 

prepare the student for further college study; and to offer 

an opportunity for continuing education to adults of tho 

corinunity. This latter function is often underrated. Its 

imortanco nay be seen in the fact that Modesto Junior 

College in California enrolled in one year one-third of 

the adult population c i. counity (6, p. +). imong 

the reasons for continuing education are change in vocation- 

al interest; new tecimological developments; and the need 

of mental sti:ulation. 

The most interesting devoioprent in junior colleges 

in recent years has been the growing trend for vocational 

nd technical educatIon. Because present-day processes 

are growing more and moro complex, re-education 1$ another 

important factor. Traditionally in America, technical 

education has been the province of' the high school; but 

increasingly now it Is becoming the resronsibility of the 

junior collego (6, p. 36). The coincidence of this trend 
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with the separate growth of technical institttez has caused 

some confusion of seiantics, so that Jarvie, after pointing 

out that the difference between the two is not as great as 

once was supposed, says that "More and moro the junior 

college in recent years began to take on the hue of tech- 

nical institutes.0 (21, p. 38). 

Deve1oiment cooieratLve trini.ií 

Closely allied with vocational-toelmical education, 

whether of the junior college or the technical institute 

type, is another trend on the American educational scone: 

the cooperative work-and-study program. This is not a 

necessary characteristic for either tyre of institution, 

but lt occurs often enough to be mentioned &s an. Important 

factor in the growth of technical institute education; 

besides, it 1 iarticularly relevant for the Institute 

being discussed in this thesis. 

The iirst cooperative nrogrii wa.s foimded by iieran 

Schneider at the University of Cincinnati in 1906. He 

had discovered a high correlation bet'oen marked engineering 

ability and work e:r:erierrne before or i1e attending college. 

His idea was to integrate classroom work and practical ex- 

perience in industry into an organized pregraxnnnder Which 

students u1d alternately attend college and e ep1oyed 
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by a company doing the type of work for which they we 

being trained. From its first rough origins, with a 

week at college and a week at work throughout the year, 

the program has grown untIl in the academic year 1953- 

l95, 66 separate institutions had established co-op 

programs, as they have come generally to be called 

p. 6). 

iÑb.at is the value of cooerat1ve education? For 

the student, it helps in vocational guidance by showing 

him a realistic picture of the field; by integrating work 

and school experiences; by speeding up the rnaturation 

process; and by supplying him with some financial aid 

while ho is attending college. For the Institution, it 

provides important industrial contacts which would other- 

wise be missing; it allows use of the employer's equipment, 

savIng rnoner; it means lower Instructional cost because 

some things can be shown instead of taught; it allows 

more efficient uso of facilities because part of the student 

body is aay from the school; and it keeps teachers informed 

of modern developments in thLr fields. or the employer, 

it has many benefits; imxziecu. ately, it moans the oitaining 

of ambitious young personnel; eventually, It means the ben- 

efits of selective recruiting and of the lessening of 

training costs (since the cooperativo student Is already 
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familiar with the plant); and ultimately, lt means a 

better understanding by everyone concerned of the em-e 

ployer's problems. (+, p. +8ff.) 

Influence of the soc leti iomption ongir ering 
educ atjpn 

The cooperative program began im the engineering 

field, an1 although it has today spread to many other 

fields, it has been most significantly successful there. 

Thus lt is not a coincidence that one of the iìajor in.- 

fluences on the development of technical institutos has 

been the interest of the Society for the Promotion of 

Engineering Education (hereinafter to be called the SPEE). 

This interest has not been entirely philanthropic, since 

the ratio of technicians needed to engineers has grown to 

five to one in the last few years. Still, the engineering 

profession has been noticeably generous in the time and 

attention it has given to the training of technicians. 

The report of the SPEE on technical institutos, published 

in 1931, is still quoted widely on the subject, The follow-. 

Ing paragraphs contain a brief summary of this report. 

The study deals with the gap in American education 

between the trade school and the engineering college. It 
gives the following characteristics of the technical 

Institute: 
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1. It 13 a school or a division of a choo1 
or post»secondary type, but distinct 
in character from the cofloge or 
university. 

2. Its purpose is to train mon and women, 
for cauings and functions which 
occupy an area between the skilled 
crafts and the highly scientific 
professions. 

3. It caters principally to persons who 
either through previous or collateral 
experience in industry have found 
their bearings and desire intenaive 
preparation for chosen hoes of prss. 

'f. It offers training both for technical 
pursuits concerned with plaxrning and con- 
trol and for supervisory pursuits con.- 

cerned with operation and maintenance. 

5e Being inteinive in purpose, its courses 
are of shorter duration than those of the 
professional colleges. They are essen- 
tially ternninal rather than preparatory 
courses. 

6. Being a school without academic standard.- 
ization, its admission and graduation 
requirements are less formal than those 
of the colleges, and stress capacity and 
experience more than credit hours. 

7. Its methods of teaching are relatively 
direct, with a strong emphasis on doing 
as distinct from book study. Ordinarily 
a high proportion of the work is done on 
school premises. 

8. Its teachers, while possessing adequate 
scholarly preparation, are chosen pri- 
manly on the basis of practical expor- 
ience, personal sagacity and ability 
to teach through programs of orderly 
experience. 

9. Its entire scheme of instruction follows 
much more closely the actual usage of 
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industry rather than that of pro- 
fesional engineering schools. 

10. As the courses of the technical 
institutes have no uniform stan- 
dard of length, this study includes 
only those offering at least one 
full academic year, or a close 
equivalent, of postsecondary work 
or post-high school rrork. 

Arong the principal findings and coneusions of 

this study were that American industry was poo1y staffed 

with scientific and technical personnel, and that previous 

sources were inadequate; that this situation required 

great expansion and diversity of post-secondary technical 

education; that prLd.ction, operating and xiaintomance 

staffs are inadequately supplied by the engineering colleges 

which contribute only 1/50th of those required; that 

graduates of technical institutes are adaptable for many 

jobs in industry; that institutes cater to those have 

had industrial experience, have a career plane learn more 

by doing than by books, and are financially unable to 

attend four-year colleges; that enrollments in technical 

institutes can be increased and need to be loca]. in char- 

acter; that technical institutes should be distinct from 

engineering colleges; that they should also be distinct 

from junior colleges; that a day technical institute with 

an evening department is the ideal one; that the coopera- 

tive plan is well suited to the work of technical institutes; 
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that regional characteristics may determine the type of 

technical institute; that the count'y needs a great chain 

of community iiztitutes; that tho privato technical in.. 

stitute has its place; that state arid prIvate institutos 

should meet needs Í1or sra11or cox2rnux1ities and occupations; 

that the largest fold served is the technoioy of par 

ticular industries rather than a broad 3ngineorin curri- 

cu3.um; that a lack of solidarity has hindered country.. 

wide dovelopnont; and that tcc!inical institutes have no 

educational credentials on a national scale. 

The report also defined the relationship to col-. 

loges and universities, fields of service, requirenents 

of industry (the ratio of technicians to engineers being 

only 2.7 to 3. at that tine) , qualifications and records 

of graduates, operation of tochnical institutes, the 

history of this typo of educatIon in Europe, organiza-. 

tion patterns, and private and public institutes. (O, 

passim). 

During World War II, a useful bulletin on vocational 

and technical training sumrnarizéd the dovelopnents since 

this 1931 study was made, Thirteen years had then elapsed 

and these significant changes In characteristics had 

occurred; the growth of terminal. programs in junior 

colleges reduced the amount of IndustrIal experience of 
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individual students; both the junior coflege movement and 

the war emergency emphasized training for tccnicians, 

technical aids and other technical caiirigs over plan- 

tung, control and operation and maintenance; the junior 

college program brought increased emphasis to bear on 

more formal entrance and graduation requirements; more 

academic teaching patterns were also observable because 

of this influence, as opposed to the "relatively direct" 

patterns of other days; and there was sotie indication of 

a trend toward a standard 2-year terminal program. (+6, 

pp. 175-177). 

As far as the principal fIndings and conclusIons 

were concerned, they seemed only to be further eiphasized 

in l914 than in 1931. 

Influence of World War II 

The status of technical education at the tIme of 

the Second World War is given in the above-nentIoxd 

report on vocational-technical training. Formal programs 

of' technical education wore found in technical institutes, 

some courses of trade schools, technical high schools, 

terminal curricula in junior colleges, training depart- 

ments in industry, engineering college extension and 

correspondence courses. What, then,gave particular 

impetus to the technical institute, which has seen a 
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spectacular growth since the end of the War? 

First, there was an increased interest in tech- 

nology because of the part it played in winning the war. 

"Perhaps never before (had) technology been brought into 

the thinking of so many people." (+S, p. 8). But this 

only caine about because of a slow growth during peacetime, 

certain aspects of thich were pinpointed by the War. 

Second, and a corrolary to the first, the War 

greatly increased the rate at which technoloçy developed. 

Synthetics were quickly devised then regular rubber ¡mp 

plies failed; light-weight alloys were created to increase 

the strength of airplanes. There wore many other develop- 

ments which had to be made more quickly arid efficiently 

because of the national emergency. 

Third, and growing out of these two, the War pointed 

up a shocking shortage of trained porsnnel, and the area 

where this was felt most was the technical .'ield, between 

the skilled trades and the professions. It also revealed 

that fewer than half of those who were capable of post- 

high-school work were continuing their education. 

Fourth, many schools got their first contact with 

industria]. training during the War, wilen every available 

facility was used to train workers for war industrie.. 

One of the results of tnis contact was the setting up of 
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now separate schools to train war workers in the technical 
and industrial fields, 

Fifth, the new technological developments made adult 

education more imi-ortant then ever. Older workers would 

have to be re-oriented to pQstWar irìuustry. Since they 

naturally could not return to a secondary level for this 
educatIon, new college-level institutions would provide 

a ready solution to this problem. 

Sixth, and perhaps most important of all for tech- 

nical education, the Engineering, Science and i1anageineit 

War Training Program, usually referred to as ESI'MT, was 

organIzed. Although it was an emergency masure, it edu- 

cated more than a million persons, many in t1 vocational- 
technical field. Administered directly by the United 

States Office of Education, it veted local control In 
the engineering a1othor colleges. The work was of col- 
loge level, and high-school graduation was ordinarily 
required for admission. Some of tuis was part-tune, but 

some of it also took the foxn of short, intonsiv, full- 
time programs. A great scope of courses was provided, and 

on many levels. New techniques In teaching were developed, 

course construction was made realistic and experience was 

gained in "the training of large sections of our popula- 

tion heretofore largely neglected" (6, p. 2O1I). 

Finally, a great deal of thought was given by many 
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people to the post-war training of servicemen and war 

workers. This resulted in national and state planning 

for vocational and technical education. Among the states 

which outlixed comprehensive programs during the war were 

Illinois , Texas and New York. The latter program will be 

discussed In the next chapter. 

Inf1ucce of the Kore çnflic the cold war 

In general, It can be said that the 1orean conflict 

an the cold war intensified the effects of World War II 
upon post-secondary technical education. However, there 

are three signflcant developments during this period 

which deserve special mention. 

First, there has been a continued drafting o± man 

power throughout the entire period since the end of World 

1Iar II. And the ago group most affected by thiS continued 

draft bas been the one which has enrolled or might have 

enrolled in programs at post-secondary level. Not only 

that, but during the Korean conflict young men were like.. 

ly to be called out of school at almost any time, causing 

a fluctuating enrollment and often termination of education 

before It nIght otherwise have occurred. 

Second, the war and cold war periods have brought 

about the most unprecedented increase in production and 
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prosperity that America has ever seen. They have also 
created a demai at times even for untrained workers at 
comparatively high wages. Tills means that hIgh school 

graduates have been more likely to take a job immediate- 

ly rather th continue ith expensive schooling, ich 

not only delays their earning power but also has only a 

dubious value to immature minds, 

In view of these two facts, it is interesting to 

note that technical institute enrollment nevertheless 
increased 165 from the school year l9i-5-l9.6 to the year 

19 3-Ï9 5.. 

A third consideration, and most important from the 

viewpoint of our continued existence as a nation, Is that 
Russia is far outstripping the United States in the nber 
of technical institute graduates she turn.s out every ycar. 
The following quotation from a speech by the presl!ent of 

The C:oper Union before the annual meeting of the Techni- 

cal Institute Division, American Society for Engineering 

Education, in 1953, sums up the American situation: 
As to numbers, during the last year for 
which I have figures, the teebnica.1. in- 
stitutes graduated only about 8,600 
students fron technical coursas when 
+2,000 engineers wore graduated - a 
complete reversal of at the situation 
should bei If you take the modest ratio 
of 3 to 1, the technical institutes 
should have turned out that year 120,000 
graduates instead of 8,600. (8, p. 2) 
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During the 1955 teeting of the sano society, a 

speaker £roi the Ofice of Health, ducaticn and Welfare 

gave sorio coxparab10 Russian statistics. ifter stating 

that technìca1-terina1 ins titutions graduated nearly 

110OO students in 1953-l95, and expected to graduate 

about 13,500 in 195+-.1955, an increase of about 275g, 

ho went on to says 

It is interesting to coznpare these 
figures with the niost reliable osti- 
¡nato wo have on the output of engineers 
and technicians In Russia. The dir- 
ector of the Office of Scientific Por- 

sonnai4 of the National Research Coun.- 
cil, estlratos that tne nuiber of un- 
ineers has been climbing steadl].y in 

Russia, and that tis year they will 
raduate about 50,000 engineers, the 

majority from Live-year curriculuns 
and seine from six-year curriculums. 
He also estimates that in 1952 Russia 
had about 3,500 technical ifltittCs, 
with an enrollment of i , 200 000 thich 
graduated about 350,000 stuents per 
year frox three- or our-yar courses, 
about O,OOO of whom seemed to be in 
a field related to engineering. (5, p. 2) 

ho se figures speak for themselves as to the 

pressing need for the technical instituto on the er- 

ican scene today. In vieJ of this pressing need, a brief 

inquiry into the steps which nade the technical institute 

a distinct entity seems relevant. 

Evolution tecniea1 Q.tut 

There is x one sharp line to show just where the 



technical institute began and where the mechanics' in- 

stituto or the junior college left off. Since both of 

these institutions still exist in varying forms today, 

distinguishing the technical institute becomes oven more 

difficult. However, there are certain hallmarks which 

in the last decade or so have given the institute a 

status lt has never before enjoyed. 

Although the name titechnical institute" was official- 

ly adopted by a group of private schools at a conference 

in Rochester in 1922, it was not until the middle of the 

last decade that any attempt at a code of ethics or a sys- 

tern of accreditation was made. In January, the 

National Council of Technical Schools was organized for 

private residential schools in technical and saii-profes- 

siena]. fields. It ha done much to raise the standards 
0f the private schools. In February of the following 

year, l91, the accreditation prograni for technical In- 

stitute curricula of the Engineers' Council for Profes- 

sional Development was launched. At the present time lt 

has accredited 26 of the 69 technical institutes reported 

in the latest annnual survey. In this same period the tech- 

rilcal institute division of the American Society for En- 

gineering Education was also organized, and its annual 

inoetings supply some of the most stimulating comment in 
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the field. 

Leo F. Smith, now Dean of Instruction at Rochester 

Institute of Technology, and perhaps the leading authori- 

ty in technical institute research, lists the following 

as the causes of the slow growth of technical Institutes: 

the classic pattern of elementary, secondary and collegi- 
ate education, Into ihich the institute does not fit; the 

lack of degree-granting and recognizable forebears; the 

competition of junior colleges; the relatively high cost 
of this type of' schooling; and the paucity of endoffer- 

ings for the graduate, that is, no diploma, no degree 

(2, p. 2). 

Another possible cause of slow growth is the conflict 

between those who thought that technical Institutes 

should evolve in the pattern of technical junior colleges, 

with set requirements for admission and with some general 
education courses, and those who felt that the schools 
should retain their early lack of emphasis on degrees, 

associate or otherwise, formal admission requirements and 

length of curriculum. Arthur L. Williston, for Instances 

one of the outstanding pioneers in this type of' education, 

stated as late as 1950 that Its only purpose was to in- 
struct so as to croate industrial Intelligence and knowledge 

of current processes; he felt its spirit and aims degenerated 
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when it became "acaderde, stereotyped and less vital" 
(fa, PP. 632-633). 

Leo Smith, ori the contrary, when he made the first 
survey of technical institutes in June, l9, presented a 

good case for standardizing (a better wore than "sliereo-. 

typing") the schools. He defined their program a tech- 
noloical and intermediate. Based upon principles of 
science, it required the use of mathematics beyond the 

high school and ernphadzed rational processes rather than 
rules of practice. It was brief, intensive and uor 

specific than college engineering but in the sazie general 
field, High school graduation or the equivalent shçuld 

be required for admission. (+1, p. 1;). And JilhisSpivey 

put the case even more pithily in l9l , when he called 

techrical irtituto education "a midcUoround, and not a 

mic1dle-racie education" Q+3, p. 2). 

Techxiça1 jn5titutes tçday 

Slow and stormy, however, as its developnont has 
been, the technical institute is gradually acquiring a 

character and philosophy of its own. A naine has còme to 
be applied b&th to the technical institute and the junior 
college which reflects the best aspects of both arid points 
in the direction of their future developmenta this name is 

"cojn1ty college." Dr. Lawrence L. Jarvie, Associate 
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Commissioner of Education for the State of New York, 

defines this type of school as follows: 

There is widespread agreexiient that they 
are needed; that they should function at 
the college level; that they should de 
velop two-year termina]. programs; that 
they should be occupationally directed 
toward the technician level of industry; 
that they should be community centered; 
arid that they should provide students 
with knowledge and experience beyond 
just the vocational aspects of life. 
(21, p. 362) 

These community colleges provide semi-professional 

training which is needed by local industry but riot taught 

adequately elsewhere, plus basic general education courses 

to satisfy personal and citizenship needs. They are 

closely allied with the local community, in both a civic 
and an industrial sense, and aro quick to respond to 

i. 
changing trends within local industry. They consider 

evening education of adults a basic function of their 

existence and offer both degree and non..degree courses 
2. 

to interested applicants. They usually develop a work- 

study program as part of their function as an integral 
part of the community. 

In time, the technical institute or community college 
may develop even closer ties witiuifl its coznnunity. This 

1. For exariple, Moha Va11y Technical Institute 
dropped its course in textiles when the local 
textile industry relocated in the South. 

2. Of the 885 of junior college students who 
attend public junior or community colleges, 
half are adult and special students. (21, p. 6) 
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would develop the ideal training: "a large variety of 

serIli-pros3ion'l s1:ifls would come from a national 
system of integration of the technical programs of high 

schools and technical institutos or other two-year 

colleges" (19, p. 127). 

In any caso, the proent community college movement 

is a return to the orIginal purpose of advanced technical 
educat;on, It rose out of many converging streams of 
AmerIcan oduction and cûture: the philanthropic and pro- 
prietary institutes of the 19th century; the junior col- 
lege ovornent; the cooperative workstudy program; the 
interest of various groups of engineers; the effects cf 
war ar cold war. In the next chapter, one such techr4cal 
inztitutc which developed after the second world war, the 
Eric County TechnIcal Institute, will be discussed. 
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CHAPTER IV 

Fr1e County Technica,l Institute 

The present system of Hey York state community 

colleges and technical institutes is, like the technical 

institute itself, a product of many forces working over 

a great number of years to produce a workable plan of 

vocational and technical education on a post-secondary 

level. Previous schools, pamphlets and brochures, or-. 

ganizational changes and countless dedicated individuals 

have all contributed to the thriving system which today 

exists under the supervision of the University of the 

State of New York. 

York state aricultura. technical nstitutes 

In New York, the history of state-supported two- 

year college education began fifty years ago this year, 

when the first of six schools of agriculture was estab- 

lished. Coincidentally, this was the same year in which 

cooperative education was introduced by Herman Schneider 

(1906). By 1916, these stato agriculture schools were 

located in Alfred, Canton, Cobleskill, Delhi, Fariningdale 

and Morrisville. They mot the need and want of rural young 

people for training in agriculture and home economics; the 
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high schools ol' the state did riot provide such training 

at that tiliie. Over the years, the level of instruction 

was raised until now the program requires high school 

graduation for entrance. 

Two other facts pertaining to these agricultural 

schools are of interest in discussing the present question. 

One is a change in jurisdiction: in 1927 these schools 

began to be ;upervisod by the state education departhent, 

providing nt only a more unified approach to state needs 

than was posib1e under local boards of trustees, but also 

supervision y vocational education specialists. The 

second is a cnange of name: as the fields of study were 

expanded to include provision for the increasing need of 

the state for technicians in other fields, such as metal 

working and carpentry, the curriculum was substantially 

broadened. To match this change of purpose, the names of 

the schools were changed in 191+1 to their present title, 

agricultural and technical institutes. 

Need Instituto 

The next important development in the field of two.. 

year college education was a monograph by Lewis A. Wilson, 

published in 192g, and entitited "The Need for a State In.. 

stitute," Wilson, himself a graduate of the Rochester 
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ation of' indutriai. research and occupational education 

divided into seven departaents. Of these, fIve were to 

provide information to industries of the state: indus- 

trial infor3nation, chemical and physical research, statis- 
tical research, factory construction data arid accounting 

and business methOds. Only in the two remaining depart.. 

merits, for trade and technical training and for manage- 

ment training, was education rovided for those already 

employed in industry or proparing for such employment. 

Regents' inciuiry into the character and cost 
educat ion 

A wider provision for practical training in the 

new technical fields was contained in the "Regents' 
Inquiry into the Character and Cost of Public Education 

in the State of New York," published in 1937. This con- 

prehensive study defined the areas in which such traIning 
could function. It recommended the establishment of 
university extension work to include correspondence 

courses in general, technical and zemitechnical subjects 
on the post-secondary level; the provision of technical and 
semi-professional education In grades above the 12th; and 

explicitly, the establishment of tecinical institutes, to 
be located In largo coemiunities, and to meet education 
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and nployL1ent needs. 

Partial but lImited expression of these recoend 

ations was achieved by the Includori of new technical 

courses in the agricultural institutes at Alfred, Canton, 

Delhi and Norrisville. This of course resulted in the 

].9+]. change of na scrihod above. 

Rent' olan Dostwar edueation 

It was not until 1914k, however, that a plan for state 

technical Institutes on a large scale, athilar to that 

which exists today, was evolved. The "Regents' Plan for 

Postwar iducatIon in the State of New York" covered al]. 

aspects of postwar education, but made particular montion 

of the dcvoloprent of a new system of state-.supportod in- 

stltutos of arts and sciences. This reccriendatIon grew 

out of the Regents' recognition of three basic needs in 

postwar planrLlng the Increasin.g demand for education 

beyond high school, the special educational needs of ein- 

ployed adults aria the educational. demands of the return- 

Ing votaran and war worker, 

It is Interesting to note that even then the prime 

philosophical basis of technical institute 'duation as 

it tras to develop in New York state as laid. Recognizing 

that young people in the postwar period faced both new 

technological demands and new personal and @tizenship 
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multiple task of combIning technical training with a 

general education" (30, p. 13). Leis A. Wilson, whosé 

ïaonograph had done so xnuch to blaze the institute trail, 

stated in an article on the proposed progr: 

One lesson that we have learned again 
as a result of the war Is that our 
youth has proved to be our most val- 
uable weapon. . . .Ivery youth is en- 
titled to the education and training 
that will Trepare him for his social 
responsibility as a self-supporting 
citizen. (51f, p. 

Contrast this with the attitude of the state of Con- 

necticut's program for postwar technical schools, thich 

was voiced in an article parallel to Mr. Wilson's, and 

which contained this statenentz 
It Is not ti AO Intention in Connecticut 
to create public junior colleges in 
the technical field or to corpoto 'rlth 
nonpublic CO11O?CS. (17, p. 8) 

The rest of this article brought out that these were to 

be technical schools exclusively, with no attempt at gen- 

era]. education Included. 

The Regents' plan recoimended the expansion of the 
existing agricultural and technical institutes and the 

establishment of 1]. new institutes of applied arts and 

sciences in New York City and nine upstate. To date, 
ten Institutes and community colleges bave been estab- 
lished, two in New York City and the rest scattered 
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around the state. Sorne of the othors 'which were planned 

never materialized, such as the institute of aeronautics 

at Syracuse, and the ever-present problem of funds has 

held up the construction of others. Nevertheless, those 

institutes which have been set up are today substantially 

the same as the Regents desired them to be in l91. 

Committee irstitute curriculums 

The Begentst plan also stated that the work of the 

Institutes was to be the relation of curriculums to the 

actual needs of students preparing for a vocational career 

within t'wo years. Once the state legislature had provided 

for the establishment of such Institutes by the state 
education departnent, Commissioner of Education George 

D. Stodclard named a committee on institute curriculums. 

Their report contained an occupational survey to deterrine 

the need of industry for persons rIth vocational-technical 

education, studies of the probable demands of youth for 

such education and the formulation of principles and 

techniques for the development of curriculums. 

Commission institute amlied arts sçiences 

Sustained interest in institute education led the 

legislature In l9+5 to create the temporary state corn- 
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was to comp1emeat the previous coninìittee's work b fi11!n 
in the practical details of siecting actual institute 
sites and by authorizing the state education departer.tt 
to establish and develop such institutes. The commission 

and the committee which had preceded it moved from phil- 
osophy to action in determining: 1, opportunities for 
employment in technician positions; 2, curriculums nec- 

essary to prepare for available jobs; 3, how 'many students 
would enroll; +, in what geographical areas should each 

curriculum be offered; and 5, what would be the cost for 
an adequate program? (20, p. 360) 

New institute legislation 

In l9+6 five new institutes were established by law 
for an experimental period of five years. Locations in- 
eluded Binghamton, Buffalo, White Plains, Utica and New 

York City, where the institute might have one or more 

branches. This law also specified certain purposes of 
the institutes and broad aspects of administrative or- 
ganizat:i on. 

Two further legislative measures have si.ice affected 
the New York technical institutes. The first was the cre- 
ation of the State University of New York in l9+8; its 
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purpose was to provide a comprehensive and adequate pro- 

gram of higher education, and appropriate educational 

facilities regardless of race, creed, color, place of 
residence or economic status (33, p. 6). The most de- 

centralized state university in the country, it made use 

of existing facilities of every descriptiona eleven 

teachers colleges; two medical colleges; seven four- 

year professional, schools; two liberal arts institutions; 
and the eleven two-year institutes, including the six 

agricultural and technical and the five newly-created 

technical institutes. As of the spring of 195'+, the 

State University of New York had a full-time student body 

of 2O,O2 plus an additional 5,183 students in the ten 
locally operated cornnunity colleges which it supervises. 

The cond legislative change occurred at the end 

of the ive-year trial period, in 1953, when the technical 
institutes or eonuriity colleges had grown to ten in number. 

At that tine, they were put under local sponsorship: that 
is, the city, county or local board of education took over 
the actual control of the school but the State University 
retained supervisory rights. This was a result of the 

community college pattern which was being developed at the 

time. New York state had been establishing two-year 

liberal arts institutions as well as the technical 
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of each ind±vidual eomunity for advanced education for 
its high schcol graduates0 The distinction between corn- 

rnunity college and technical institute is so finely drawn 

that they are both called by the nane "community college" 
in the latest viewbook of the State University of New York. 

Both may he said to share in the most recently defined 
purpose of public junior colleges in greater and lesser 
degree: preparation for advanced study (if desired), 
voc!ticna3. education, general education and preparation 
for community service (22, pp. 68-69). 

The advantages of putting such institutions under 
local control have recently been put very well, as follows: 

Although, as has been indicated, community eollees aro not necessarily two-year in- stituions, the public junior college is particularly adapted to the concept of the 
comrunity centered college. ...It is 
usually locally controlled, as contrasted 
with state or absentee control. Under such 
control, the college is resonsive to loca]. 
needs an aware of community resources use- ful in proram development and operation. (2, p. u 

In New York state, the financial arrangements of 
thìs type of arrangement are particularly apt. Support 

is divided three ways, with one-third pais br the state, 

one-third by the local sponsoring agency and not more 

than one-third by the student a tuition. Capita]. 



expenses are also divided, borne one-half by the state 

and ona-.half by the local sponsoring agency. 

At the tirae that this changeover was made the 

narae o the Buffalo State Technical InstItute was changed 

to suit its new ownership, and becatie the Erle County 

Tochni.cal Instituto. 

The New York state plan of equa]. sharing by state, 

local sronsor and student is envied by other states because 

it provides a more adequate distribution of costs, and. 

throuh student sharing, reduced cost to the state and 

the local sponsor. In addition, local sponsorship and 

control should creato greater local interest and point 

the objectives of the institution directly at coi'unity 

needs. Also, the state can partially subsidize a greater 

mmiber of institutions than lt could fully support. (lu, 

p. 10). 

Eri QQuntv Technical Instituts 

Although the Erie County Tachnical Institute was 

not officially known as a comiunity college until some 

timne after it was founded, lt has we].]. deserved that title 

because Its Initial establishment was due mainly to local 

interest and activity. The story is well told in the 

first annual re:ort of the Institute. Late in 19)+5, a 
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commission on Institutes of applied arts arid sciences and 

various local leaders in education, industry., labor and 

commerce was held, and unaninous sentiment expressed for 

the establishment of a technical instituto in Buffalo. 

Shortly thereafter, the Niagara Frontier committee for a 

state institute of applied arts and sciences met at the Buf- 
falo Chamber of Comr erce to organize. This group prepared 
a brochure stating their reasons for wanting such a school 

in Buffalo. (26, passim). 

The first board of trustees of the institute w&s 

appointed by Governor Thomas E. Dewey on July 22, l9, 
after the legislation creating the Buffalo Institute had 
been passed. They determined that the only suitable build- 

Ing for housing the new school was the former office 

building of the Pierce Arrow Corporation (vhich will be 

remembered for making the Cadillac of Its day). They also 
considered many applications for the position of director, 

finally deciding on Richard R. Dry, then principal of the 

Buffalo Technical High School, 'who had had an out staMing 

career In technical education. 

Mr. Dry had no faculty, no students, no school, 

nothing but a dusty, three-story building which had boon 

vacant for 12 years, of which only one floor was partitioned 



into rooms. His first office was a nail keg, an orange 

crate and a telephone (16, D. 

In the next few months the buIlding was renovated; 

a staff of 36 members selected fron 300 applicants; loca]. 

advisory committees in the development of the curriculums 

selected (to work with department heads and senior instruc 

tors in setting up courses); and equipment, a good part of 

it acquired thugh the War Asets Adm.nistratIon, bought. 

In September, 197, the first 1f71f students reported for 

classes In eight curriculums: construction, electrical, 

mechanical, metallurgical and optical technologies; dental 

hygiene; food service administration; and Industrial chem- 

istry. By the following fall, day enrollment had nearly 

doubled. 

When Mr. Dry retired on December 31, l95E, he turned 

over to his successor, Laurence E. Spring, a thriving 

school: a full-time staff of members arid a student body 

totaling more than 2000, including 800 day students and 

1,300 in an evening and extension program. By that time, 

1,800 successful graduates wore established in good jobs 

or in their own businesses. (16, p. 6) 

PhilosoDhy Çourit Tecinical Institute 

The institute pattern in unique in combining job 

training, or the skills and knowledge essential to 



vocational success, with genera]. education, or th 

broadening and deepening of the student's base of under- 

standing so that he may live fully, deeply and usefully. 

The institute is as much concerned with the preparation of 

students for a total life as is any other type of oducation- 

a]. institution. kowever, it recognizes the fact that an 

extremely important aspect of living an effectIve life is 

that of earning a living. 

The technician is a semi-professional worker on a 

level between the professional and the skIlled mechanIc, 

who has had thorough training in the theories upon 'thich 

his work is based, together with extensive practica]. exper- 

lenco. This combination of the theoretical and the prac- 

tical makes it possible for any one of a number of ralated 

jobs within his chosen field, 

Institute programs of instruction are designed to 

train students to earn a living as technical personnEl in 

business, in industry, in the professions or as owner- 

operators of their on establishments. This design r300g- 

nizes that liberal subjects take on occupational signf- 

Icance in community living, and that the technical. sub- 

jects provide the freedom of action which comes from c'ecu- 

pational conpe tency. 

Teaching methods are based upon the princ5ìle of 

learning by doing. Individual Instruction is used to the 



greatest degree poz±b1e. (13, p. 

Qtj.yQ em1ovment prograxa 

To relate toc!mlcal tru1ninC received 1r classes 
and laboratorios to actual ernp1oynicrt in Industry, the 
institute 1as hd £ron the beginnitig a cooperative plan. 
Students in six of the eight curriculun$ spend six months 

of their tota2.. scioo1ing of 2+ months In a related job 

in Industry. This ha evolved fron the foe1ini that not 
only technical knowledge, but also occupational ill and 

iniorination are needed. Two years at cor-bined practical 
experience and technical training raoet thce needs. 

The jobs in iich the student i placed relate 
dIrectly to the courme ihich he is taking, clevelopirtg in 
hina a feeling of self-dependence and responsibility. The 

student also has an opportunity to relate and evaluate 
school instruction in tenus of actual practico in industry, 
plus the additional chance to earn wages while attending 
school. 

The student's experience in industry should nako 1 

realize that in addition to tecìnieal knowledge and skill 
such personal qualifications as industry, loyalty, depend-.. 

ability, personality and tac ability to work with otho's 
are necessary for success. (13, p. 1g). 

0f course local industry benefits from the cooperative 
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employment rogram as weil. The sponsorship of a commun 

ity coUee is goo1 business, During l95, Eie County 

Technic1 InstItute graduated 300 technicIans; the county 

Invested less than $l1.O,O0O in this group and the comuun- 

Ity received in return a skilled group of tocnicians who 

add more than l,O00,0OO to annual area payrolls. 

Technicaj. occuDatlons 

Technical occupatIons have been generally defined 

a those which usuallr require a hiFh degree of srecIalIzed 

knowledge, a broad understanding of operatIonal procedures 

and the ability to supervise the work of others, The in- 

stitute prepares students for any of the basic positions 

In the partIcular field, and not for one specific job., 

In accordance with modern Industrial recognition of 

'1fa'ilIes of jobs." 

The three levels of IncreasIng job resonsIbIlIty 

aret the entry or semi-technician levels whIch invoivos 

minor responsibility and in which graduates usually find 

initial employment; the technicIan level, whIch entails 

more resonsibIlIty and often supervision of others, and 

to which the bulk of graduates will probably advance; 

and the advanced technician level, which represents the 

ultimato level of technician responsIbIiItr and to which 



graduates may attain after sufficient experience at the 

preceding levels. (13, P. 16) 

Courses of study 

The program for each course requires two years of 

instruction, of which three quarters of each year is taken 

at the institute and one quarter in industry. Approximate- 

].y thirty hours a week are spent in laboratories, shops 

and clasrooms. A minimum of twenty hours a week are re- 

quired for outside study and preparation. 

The course in dental hygiene is limited to women, 

Since dental hygiene and optical technology students aro 

not ontitld to practice until licensed by New York state 

board examinations, they do not follow a cooperativo 

program. (13, p. 21) 

Since 1951, the degree of Associate in Applied 

Science has been conferred on graduates. The two previous 

graduating c1asses l99 and 1950, niay obtain this degree 

by taking one extra course from a choice of four. All 

candidates for degrees must complete the number of credit 

hours indicated in each curriculum; earn a minimum of as 

many quality points as credit hours required; and demon- 

strate an integrity of character worthy of a professional 

career (13, p. 22). 



Evenin and extension program 

One of the outstanding community college features 

of the Erie County Technical Institute is its evening and 

extension program, in which the following carefully planned 

diploma courses are offered: 

Air Conditioning 
Architectural Drawing 
Construction Technology 
Building Estimating 
structural Design 
Electrical Technology 
Electrical Power 
Electrical Comnunlcations 
Food Service 

Administration 
Highway Technology 

Industrial Chemistry 
Industrial Instruments 
'1achine Design 
Materials Testing 
Tool Design 
Production Planning 
Metallurgical Testing 

and Inspection 
Metallurgy 
Optical Technology 

Over eighty subjects are taught in connection with 

the above courses. Classes are 

are qualified by training and o: 

the instruction given. Classes 

and technical needs of industry 

Three twelve'.week semesters are 

to June. (13, p. 214) 

curriculunis 

open to men and women who 

cporionee to profit from 

meeting special industrial 

are organized upon request. 

scheduled from September 

The continuing cooperation between the diversified 

industry of the Niagara Frontier and the Erie County Tech- 

nical Iflst±tuto has led to the consideration of several 

new curriculums. This is in line with the continuing 



appraisal of existing curriculums and the demand for new 

curriculums in the framework of the surrounding community 

and its needs and desires. 

In September of this year, 1956, two new curriculums 

will be established at the institute, medical office assist- 

ing and Industrial technology. After the Erie Cbunty Mcd- 

leal Society asked the institute to provide training for 

medical office assistants similar to that given in other 

New York state community colleges, committees from the 

school and from the society worked on surveys to determine 

the specific needs for the curriculum in the area and to 
outlino tentative course material. (12, p. 12) 

The industrial technology curriculum crew out of the 
observations of institute department heads and cooperating 

firms (there are 150 on the Niagara Frontier) that mechan- 

leal technology graduates in areas such as materials hand- 

11mg, time and motion study, plant layout and quality con- 

trol appeared to require more emphasis in these areas. 

The need has been partially met by a night school program 

in production planning; this has been expanded to provide 

a foundation for the new course. While this will be a 

distinct curriculum, the first year is substantially the 

same as the present mechanical technology program. Second 

year options in drafting, design and industrial technology 
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provide new nater1a1 to xneet the felt need which has been 

apparent for sorne time. (12, p. 13) 

Three further courses, in X-ray technology, instru- 
inentation and air conditioning are still being consiìered. 

One big drawback to new programs is the present building, 

which meets only one-third of the present actual require- 

xnents and hampers both students and faculty by the crowd- 

Ing and inconvenience it occasIons. evcra1 new bu1ding 

sites are floit being considered arid architects have been 

employed to draw plans for a new caipus, for which an 

appropriation has already been et aside. WIth new build- 

ings planned especially to meet the complex industrial and 

scholastic requirements of its program, the Erie County 

Technical Institute should be able to achieve even greater 
expression of its corporate personality as a corinunity 

college. 

It can be seen that the Erie County Technical Insti- 
tute is the result of half a century of developments. Among 

those were the establishment of agricultural institutes 

between 1906 and 1916, Lewis A. Wilson's pamphlet on the 

subject In l925, the 1937 RogefltSt inquiry, the l9'f1I. 

Regents' plan, the committee on institute curriculums and 

the commission on institutes which operated between l9ik 

and l9+6. Since their establishment in l9, the institutes 
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have beconie conununity colleges in the true sense of the 

word. The rie County Technical Institute ha responded 

to local conditions by constantly developing relations with 

industries of the lliagara Frontier and. by crcating new 

curriculums to meet loca]. demand. In the next chapter, 

the mechanical technology curriculum and the teaching of 

technical mathematics at the Erie County Technical Institute 

will be discussed. 



CHAPTER V 

Technical mthematics 
ochanic technology 

To aid In the overall training of stucients in the 

eight curriculums offered at the Erie County Technical 

Institute, four service departments have been sot up. 

Those arc nathematics, applied physics, comnunicatlons 

skills and social studies. Having taught in three of 

the four departments, the writer has been In a good 

position to ascertain the relationship which exists between 

these service deartmnents and several of the currIculurs, 

Originally the service departments were organized to carry 

into action the Regents' desire that technical institutes 
include general education as well as job training, to 

broaden and deepen the student's basis of understanding 

so that he may live fully and usefully. 

Importance of mathematics 

While the mathematics department shares in the task 

of general education in a very special way, it also provides 

a basis for many of the technical courses in seven out of 

the eight existing curriculums. It will continue this 

double function for the tro nw curriculums, medical office 

assisting and industria], technology. 
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This unique role of mathematics exists because 

mathematics provides the student with tooic to do the 

calculating which will be a vital part of his job when 

he graduates, Besides knowing the fundaiìentals of al- 
cebra, trignometry, slide rule, and logarithms, he must 
be thoroughly drilled in their use to solve problems. 

It can be seen, therefore, that the vital and some- 

what pivotal position of mathematics in the technical 
institute curriculums requires constant evaluation in 
terms both of the individual curriculum and of the math 

ernatics course itself. This evaluation is a feature of 
department meetings at the Erie County Technical Institute. 

Broa diferencî j mathematics izirounds students 

EnterIng students at the Erie County Technical Insti- 
tute are not required to have any specific mathematics back- 
ground (except those in optical technology). They may have 

como from academic, from vocational or from technical high 
schools, anc they will probably haveken many different 
types of courses. 

However, since there are five applicants for every 

two accepted, selection by the department head includes 

an evaluation of the student's mathematics background as 

well as entrance examination scores in mathematics, In 



fact, ne students are broken down into three homogeneous 

groupings according to these factors, so that they may be 

taught various units on the level ihich will bring out 

their optimum ability. 

A further necessity of the broad spread of mathezna- 

tics 1nowlcdge and ability is that more teaching must be 

done on an individual basis. Therefore, classes must be 

sx:aUer to allow for individual attention; generally, 

classes of frcìn 20 to 25 students are recormcnded. To 

make the rnathomct!cs courses even more effective, visual 

aids arc usod: films on the slide rule and othor units, 

LìOOlS and deioustrati.ons of the slide rule. For weaker 

students, good reforonce works are recommended. In the 

mechanical technology curriculum, every student keeps 

notebooks which he can use later for other courses for 

his cooperative work and for the job which he eventually 

accepts. 

Lovl xaather:aties taught 

Teaching mathematics at a technical institute presents 

thIs problems shall it be taught at an engineering college 

ltvel or a post-high school level? This is a current prob- 

lexn and an unsolved ozio for technical institutes. Two 

factors which help to determine the actual 1?vel at which 



technical mathematics is taught are industrial and techno. 

logical advances, to which institute courses must constant- 

ly adapt if thoy are to fulfill their basic function, arid 

opinions of Industrial leaders tìo serve on advisory coin- 

ittoes for the various curriculs and are In constant 

touch with the needs of varIous jobs which tecriical in- 

stitute graduates Lili. 
The level at 'which mathematics courses now function 

Is a flexible one. It often depends on the moods of a 

particular curriculum. For instance, mechanical tec1nol- 

ogy students are first taugft trignometry, then algebra, 

the usual order being reversed in order to meet the needs 

in other technical courses (applied physIcs - heat, and 

applied physics - mechanics). 

Setriiz hriztIs r,rorran 

Although the technical institute level of mathematics 

is still undecided some phIlosophy and mode of operation 

ha to be determIned when the mathematics department was 

first organized at the Erie County Technical Institute. 
Mr Harry Panton, who was the original head of the mathe- 

maties department, described to the writtr hIs method of 

deterninirig 'what was to be taught and how. 

First, he explored collego texts, high school texts 



and texts used in institutes which were then In operation. 

After that he he1t lengthy ccníerc-rìces with chief draftsnien 

and leading engineers of coznanies in the T iagara Frontier 

area to further delir.i!t a course of ztudy. Fir.tally, he 

tried to find the textbook which best suited his situation. 

No one book fitted the bill in every particular, but Anuros, 

fliser and Reingold's MathGrnatics j 3ziners caine 

the closest to doing so, since five of the eight original 

curriculums were related to engineering fields, 

To further suit the mathematics to the needs of 

individual e urriculums , individual ins truc tors rere encour 

aged to work out their own program for the clas3es they 

rould be teaching. In the industrial chemistry course, 

for instance, during the fIrst two years of the io.stitute's 

existence, the third tern was stoichiometric calculations. 

::1ince then, experIence has shown that teaching introductory 

cdculus in the third quarter and the calculations course 

the fourth quartor in'roves the proficiency of students in 

calculating problems. 

This oxaìplo illw3trates the state of flux which 

exists and should exist at all tines in the effort to 

constantly improve the mathematics prora, in the lIght 

of oxper±ence and the demands of industry. However, the 

need for a good standard textbook on the subject exists, 
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and at the prosent time Mr. Panton and Mr. Karl Righter 

of the Erie County Technical Institute are working on such 

a text for the Wiley Publishing Company, and McGraw.Hh1l 

Publishers are also considering a text In this field. 

Oz"gnizatipn uiathematicp detartment 

All teachers of mathematics at the Erie County Tech- 

nical Institute, even though they may officially be members 

of different departments, are responsible to the head of 
the mathematics department as well. Periodic meetings of 

this group are held for the purpose of problem solving, 
explanation of the philosophy behind technical institute 

mathematics determination of levels at which mathematics 

should be taught, discussion of the correct sequence of 
units to meet the demands of students, formulation of 
principles of grading and planning make-up work for students 
who have failed. 

From these discussions evolved this year a formal 
program of make-up mathematics classes which meets two or 
three hours weekly and includes regular homework, quizzes 

and a final examination. Dr. Norvin T. Whltinore, present 
head of the department, estimates that this program covers 

about 6O of what is needed. While It is a big improve 

ment over previous efforts to overcome rnathematics 
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deficiencies, he feels that an enlarged make-up program 

is needed. 

Poorer students do not get all the attention of the 

mathematics department, however. Better students are en- 

couraged at all times, urged to continue their education 
or to take advanced mathematics courses. 

Professional growth of members of jj mathematics doDartent 

The past head and the present members of the mathema- 

tics departroxit proper (as opposed to those teaching math- 

ematics but officially in other departments) have shown a 

continuing interest in better equipping themselves for the 
difficult job which faces them. 

Mr. Panton, who headed the department for its first 

nine years, received his Professional Engineer's License 

and his Master of Education degree while he held that 

position. N. T. Whitmore, the present head, holds a 

Doctorate of Education, and Mr. Karl Righter arid Nr. 

Richard Newell who complete the department proDer, are 
respectively a Master and a Doctor of Education. 

In addition to degrees, xnember3 of the department 

have rotated in attending summer conferences where curri- 

cular meetings are held to determine what other institutes 

are doing in the field. 
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zBechanica technology curriculi 

Since this thesis examines the practical value of 

technical matheriatics as it relates to certain subjects 

in the xiechanical technology curriculum, an examination 

of that curriculum seems appropriate at this point. 

The program in mechanical technology is designed for 

students who are interested in mechanical work in industry. 

The curriculum provides basic training in the application 

of fundamental principles to machine design, tool design, 

production planning, heat and power equipment, air condi- 

tioring and refrigeration equipment, materials testing, 

and industrial instruments. It is helpful for the student 

to have a good background in high school mathematics, 

physics, and mechanical drawing. 

In the first year, In addition to the general subjects, 

the students are given basic technical courses in physics, 

mathematics, mechanical drawing, and machine tools. The 

course In machine tools covers the use and application of 

tool room and production machinery. In the second year, 

more advanced technical subjects such as machine design, 

tool design, production methods, strength of materials, 

industrial equipment, and industrial instruments are 

s t ud led. 

In addition to the thirty-six weeks per year the 
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student spends in school, arrangements are made for him 

to spend twelve weeks per year in industry. In this way, 

he gains first-hand knowledge of' the execution in industry 

of engineering designs, projects, and devclopments. He 

also becones familiar with the probiems and viewpoints of 

the workor. 

To qualify for the degree of Associate in Applied 

Science in the mechanical technology curriculum, a student 

must present 137 credit hours. He must also secure a min... 

mum of 137 quality points. 

The term, "credit hours," as used in the mechanical 

technology curriculum and In the course descriptions means 

cred1t hours per quarter." One credit hour is allowed for 

one hour of' recitation; one credit hour is allowed for two 

hours of laboratory or drawing; and one credit hour is 

allowed for three hours of' shop. (11+, p. 60) 

Mechanical chnolpRy urriculum 

FIRST YEAR 

First onoampus quarter 

Course Crdit hours 

Technical Mathematics 161 . , , , . 

Mechanical drawing 101 . . . . . . . . 3 

Machine tools ill . . . . . . . . 3 
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Course C'edit hours 

App1ie physics (heat) 171 . . . . . . 

Introductory socio1oy 101 . . . . . 3 

Coinriunicatlons skills 101 . . . . . . 

Health education 101 . . . . . , I 

23 TOTAL 

Second on-campus quarter 
Technical math9matics 262 . . . . . . . 

flechanical drawing 202 . . . . . . . . 3 

Iachine tools 212 . . . . . e i . 3 

Applied mechanics 231 . . . . . . . . . 

Problems of hunan relations 202 .- , 3 

Conmunications skills 202 . . . . . , . 

Coordinating conference 20]. . . . . . . 1 

23 TOTJJ 

Third on-campus quarter 

Technical mathenatics 

Mechanical draïing 30 

Macnine tools 313 . a 

Strength of materials 

Strength of materials 

3 6 3 . . . . a a e 5 

3 s . . S I 3 

I 0 S I ê S 2 

331 . . . , a s I 3 

laboratory 332 . . 

Manufacturing processes 301 . . . . . . 3 



Course Codit hours 

Communications skills 303 . . . . . 

Health education 302 . , . . . . * i 

22 TOTAL 

SECOND YEAR 
Fourth on-campus quarter 

Machine design +O+ . . . . . , . . . 

Industrial instruments 6l . . . . . 3 

Industrial instruments 
laboratory +33 . . . . . . . . 1 

Strength of materials +32 . . . . . 3 

Strength of materials 
laboratory 62 . . . . . . . . 1 

Industrial electricity 91 . . . . . 

Production control +l . . . . . . . 

Applied economics +O3 . . . . . . . 3 

23 TOTAL 

Fifth on-campus quarter 

Machine design 50 . . . . * . . . 5 

Production planning 51f2 . . . . . . 

Industrial electricity 592 . . . . . 

Industrial equipment 
(heat and power) 521 . . . e 

Metallurgy55l. 1e .. * 

22-h- TOTAL 



Sixth on.-campus quarter 
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Course Credit hours 

Tooldesign6O6. .... 1 1 6 

Industrial instrunients 662 . , . . . . . . 3 

Industria]. instruments 
laboratory 663 . . . . . . . , , i 

Industrial equipment 622 (air 
conditioning and refrigeration). . . 

Metallurgy652. . . . ....... 
Industrial and labor relations . 3 

Coordinating conference 603 . . . . . . . 1 

23 TOTAL 

Selected cour 

The following are descriptions of the courses which 

have been selected to be compared with grades in technical. 

mathematics because of their high use of calculation, and 

0±' the mathematics courses themselves. 
TECIThTICAL MATIIENATICS 161 

Numerical computations; algebraic operations; trig- 
noinetric functions; use of the slide rule; engineering 

problems. 

TECHNICAL MATifEMATICS 262 

Functions and their graphs; selected topics in 
college algebra; advance work in trignoniotry; calculations 



with slide rule; selected engineering problems. (Pre- 

requisite: technical mathematics 161) 

TECHNICAL MATHEMATICS 363 

Exponents and radicals; calculations with logarithms; 

imaginary and complex numbers; equations of higher degree; 

introduction to analytic geometry; advanced engineering 

problems. (Prerequisite: technical mathematics 262) 

APPLIED PHYSICS (HEAT) 171 

A basic course covering precision thermometry, 

thermocouples, linear and volumetric expansion of materials 

and heat losses; the general gas laws involving pressure, 

temperature, volume and weight. Heat quantitities, change 

of state and correlations with stoaii generation and re- 

frigeration and heat surveys. The course stresses use of 

handbooks, charts, steam tables and dimensional analysis 

in all calculations. 

APPLIED MECHA.NICS 231 

This is a basic course in engineering mechanics cover- 

Ing the fundamental principles of statics as applied to the 

solution of various force systems in equilibrium; and kine- 

maties as aprlied to linear motion. Basic concepts of the 

moment of in ertia of areas. 

STRENGTH OF MATERIALS 331 

In this course the student studies the behavior of 
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materials under the effect of various ty-res of load. 

3iznple stress.strain relationship, yield point, elastic 

limit, modulus of elasticity, ultimate strength and 

factors of safety are studied. Also studied are problems 

in torsion and the relationship of torque to horsepower. 

Calculations are made of the flexure and bearing stresses 

in beams as well as the design of beams. 

MACllThE DESIGN 1+01+ 

Introduction to the study of design and stress 
analysis. Studies will be made of the various types of 

screw fastenings and riveted connections. The design of 

the following elements will be studied: thin shelled 

cylinders, shafts, keys, couplings, rope, V-belt and chain 

drives. The student will also complete a design project. 

MACiINE DESIGN 505 

This course Is a continuation of 11achIne Design 505 

(sic) in which th student will study the following elements: 

gearing, power screws, bearings, springs, brakes clutches 

and friction drives. Cara design as well as a final design 

project will complete the quarter's study. 

ThDUSTRIAL EQUIPMENT (Heat and. Power) 521 

A study of the basic rrinciplos of thermodynamics as 

applied to modern industrial equipment; the theory of com- 

bustion; the study of boilers and auxiliaries; the basic 
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principles of internal corabustion engines. The laboratory 

;ork dll consist of akirig tests of ±ndutr±al equipment 

euch as heat exciiazgers centrieugal pumps, fans, internal 

cozbustion engines, and the fuels and oils used in them. 

INDUSTRIAL EQUIP!T (Air conditioning and refrigeration) 622 

This course is des.gned to cover the various typos of 

refrigeration systoìs, properties refrgorants, coipres-. 

sors, ventilating syster.i, heating, hur4difying processes, 

air conditioning equipment and psychroactry. The labora- 

tory work will consist of tests on home heating furnaces, 

refrigeration unIts, centrifugal fans, and air compressors. 

STRENGTH OF MATERIALS +32 

This course is a continuation of Strength of ilatorials 

331. The student will study the deflection or beais, 

design of columns, the effect of repeated and eccentric 

loads. 

INDUSTRIAL INTRS 662 
A continuation of the above which will deal with the 

application of the sinle indicating and recording instru.. 

ments. The course will also cover tolxiìetoring, pneìziatic 

transmIs3ion pneumatic controllers, and valve positioners. 

The last part of the course Will cover automatic control 

theory Involving sensitivity, throttling with reset, second 

derivative-rate action. 
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IIDU5TRIAL ELECTRICITY +9l 

Electrical units; D. C. circuits, serios parallel, 

and conthination; D. C. instruments, ammeter, voltmeter and 

wattmeter; power, energy, torque; electromagnetism; mag- 

netic equipment; A. C. single-phase circuits, power factor, 

power factor corrections principles of poly-phase circuits, 

A, C. instruments. 

INDUSTRIAL ELECTRICITY 592 

D. C. rotating equipment, generators and motors; 

D. C. controllers; transformers, voltage and current ratios, 

instrument transformers; A, C. rotating machinery, three- 

phase squirrelcage and wound..rotor motors, synchronous 

motors, single-phase induction motors; A. C. controllers, 

principles of high-vacuum and gas filled tubes; thermionic 

rectification. 

(])+, pp. 61-67 Dassim) 

Titles of positions held institute nates in 
mechanical techno1ov 

Tool designer 
Machine designer 
Mechanical draftsman 
Product designer 
Lead draftsman 
Checker 
Lof tsman 
Die designer 
Engineering aid 
Project technician 
Research laboratory technician 

Production expediter 
Specification writer 
Cost estimator 
Incoming rubber 

control technician 
Time study technician 
Inspector production 
Tool inspector 
Production control 

technician 
Tool maker 



Mechanical laboratory 
technic Ian 

Mechanical results 
laboratory technician 

Materials testing 
laboratory technician 

Production supe rvi sor 
Materials handling 

technician 
Chief dis patcher 
Plant layout technician 
Production planner 
Tool dispatcher 
Statistical technician, 

production 
Quality control technician 
Tool procurement technician 
Process technician 
Production clerk 

(13, p. 67) 
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Tool maker apprentice 
Assembler 
Machini st 
Shop foreman 
Layout man, machine shop 
Installation engineer 
Engine tester 
Service technician 
Machine tool service 

and sales 
Office machine service 

and sales 
Equipment maintenance 

technic Ian 
Technical sales 
Instrument technician 
Technician training program 
Stock chaser 
Stock clerk 

This glance at the technical mathematics program and 

the mechanical technology' curriculum serves as an apt In-. 

troduction to the next chapter, in which the relationship 

which exists between the two will be evaluated in terms of 
student grades as they appear in a statistical analysis. 
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CHAPTER VI 

Tecbnigues for Obtaining Data 

To obtain the data for this study, four main methods 

were used3 the interview; library research; record research; 
and statIstical analysis. 

Interview tcthnipue 

Boon after beginnirto teach at the Erie County Tech- 

nical Institute, the writer began searching for a subject 
to fulfill the requirements for a iaster of Science degree 

at Oregon 3tate College. Interviews with various members 

of the Institute staff helped him to select a topic and 

aided in clarifying his thinking on many fine points of 
the study. 

Those who suggested studying the value of mathematics 

in the engineering area curriculums were Mr. Laurence Spring, 
President of the instituto; Dr. Norvin T. Whitmore, senior 
instructor In mathematics; James E. Shenton, head of the 

mechanical technology department; and Harry Panton, head 

of the construction technology department and former senior 
instructor in mathematics. 

The mechanical technology curriculum was selected as 

the particular area of this study because of the interest 
of Mr. Shenton, and because the writer has been teaching 
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communications skills to the first year mechanical 

students and last year taught a section of technical 
mathematics to mechanical juniors. 

in later interviews with many members of the 

institute staff, many valuable suggestions for improving 

the study and evaluating the results were made. Dr. Helen 

Cornell, senior instructor in comniuxuications skills, read 

early drafts of materials and suggested improvements, as did 

Dean Franklin Zeran, School of Education, Oregon State College. 

ibrary 'csearcji technique 

Literature concerned 'with the Erie County Technical 

Institute provided a keen insight into the development of 

the ifltitUt and some of the problems of selection of 

students, curriculum development, cooperative work exper- 
lence and the future building program as well as a more 

thorough understanding of the philosophy behind the oxer- 
ment. 

Because of the importance of this literature to 

anyone interested in the field of technical institute 
education, these studies have been sunmaried in the pre 
vious chapter. Although there were over a dozen studies 
previously made of the Erie County Technical. Institute, 
this represents the first time that they have been 
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collected together and shown as relating to each other 
and to the thole question of technical education. 

The Erie County Technical Instit.ite library re- 
vealed many items ori the New York state institute program 

and the institute itself that were not elsewhere obtainable 
outside of Albany, New York. 

Record research tecniQue 

A basic element of the statistical study was the 
collection of the grades and quality points of both rncch- 

anioa3. graduates and dropouts from the course. Those on 

the graduates were on separate sheets in folders by the 

yeals, and dropouts appeared in separate files in alpha 

betical order. 

From the records the follo;ing infoxation was ac- 

quired on mechanical students who graduated in 1951f and 

19552 

Grades in technical mathematics 161 
n ti t lt 262 
n n I, 363 
u it applied physics (heat) 171 
H n U (mechanics) 231 
u it strength of materials 332 
I, n u t n 1+33 
vs n machine design +O+ 
tt ,t Il lt 505 

t' industrial instruments 61 
H ft I? n 662 

electricity 9l 
ti 

592 
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Grades in industria). equipxrient 521 
n it 622 

Total quality points of al]. subjects 

Statitica1 a1ys:Ls nique 

The heart of this study is in obtaining the eor. 

relations between nathenatics grades and grados in sel 

ected tecimical and applied physics courses. For cofl- 

parative reasons, two types of data were used: grouped 

and ungrouped. 

The same formula is used to obtain the coefficient 

of correlation for both grouped and ungrouped data which is 

approved by Ode].]. (36, p. 108) and which was taught by the 

writer at Cornell UnIversity. It is; 

N Exy - Ex J.z 
r : 

rx2 : -(;;;__ 
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CHAPTER VII 

Corro atiox of Mathexxiaties rades 
in 4pj1ied Physics Çextair4 

Teehnical Subjpcts for the Classes of 
195g 

The nain purpose of this study is to find the amount 

of correlation between erades in technical mathematics and 

grades in applied physics and selected technical subjects. 

To ensure the maximum comparativo v'.lue, the head of 

the mechanical technology departrent chose for the wrIter 

t.iose subjects in his curriculum which require the most 

uoe of nathozatical calculation. It is to these that 

grades in technical mathematics will be compared. Because 

the courses in aplied physics arE: also basic to most of 

the sane ocursos, grades in technical mathematics will also 

be compared to grades in these coursos, 

Policies factor cin cor 

Before proceeding with the computations of correlaticn, 

one factor which might have some bearing on their outcome 

ought to be mentioned. This is the policy of grading as 

it exists at the institute, not formally but as interpreted 

by individuals and departments, It has been the policy of 

the mathematics department, for Instance, to grade severely 
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the students in the riechari1ca1 technology curriculum, 

those failing the first term's work receiving an F. Ori 

the other hatc3. the policy of the mechanical technology 

departr.ent itclf has been divided. During th early 

ooures there is a tendency to give a D rather than an 

F to students viose work is inadequate, with the hope that 

they dU 1mrove as time coos on. However, by the time 

such students reach the strûngth of materials course, 

which is tai.ght by the deparftent head and consicerod 

vital to their training, they are no longer paed on 
failing work. 

The basic philosophy behind these two soriewhat 

conflicting policies is that students nay be expected to 

have encountered :natheratics before, and scue of what they 

are doing will be repetitious of other courses they have 

taken, Ori the other hand, work in their najor field bill 

be specialized and new to most or them, and they may be 

expected to find it quite difficult at first. 

In the last chapter, make-up courses in mathematics 

were uettioned; such courses have also been provided for 

j_n other areas whore students fail. Howovor such make-up 

work does not affect these computations, since in all cases 

except incompioteG the origina]. marks were utilized. 
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Çorjputa ions subloct rolationshiDs 

There vere twelve correlations computed between 

mthematics grades arid other course grades. The compu- 

tations of those correlations follow. 

1. Q jiiti LLQÌ3 tCi1fl-iC9.1 

viathomaticj ìisics . The data 

for this computation are given in Appendix B, Chart #1. 

The values for Substitutiofl into the formula arez n - l-F8, 

Ex - 1+06, Ey - 327, x2 - 1232, ET2 - 937, and Exy 99+. 

By computation the correlation was found to be .61. 

2. QUtat1on 1at1ofl çe tc,chnìca3. 

atheìnatic arli ysic nic 

;32. The data for tiLls computation are giver in Appendix 

B, Chart #2. The values for substitution into the formula 

ares n - 11D, Ex - 370, .y - 621, i2 .2 

and Exy - 1810. By' coiiputation the correlatIon was found 

to be .59. 

3. Çutat± Q1 corelatQfl between tochrica1 mata- 

ematic Q2. .aa, atrcngti2 9 aateria1s 3. 
The data for this computation are given in Appendix B, 

Chart #3. The valuas for substitutioninto the formula 

are: n - 13+, Ex 2+O, Ey - 907, - 57+, Ey - 7203, 

and Exy - 1871. By computation the correlation was found 

to be .63. 



f Qp1tigfl 01' cre1ao between chica. 

thettc , 62 and 3 and qpth 01 

The iata for this ociinputaticn arc given in Appendix B, 

Chart #. The values for suhstithtlon irte the forrmla 
are: n - 130, Ex - 2f0, Ey - 871, Ex2 - 630, Ey2 - 6883, 

Exy - 1911. By computation the corrolton was found to 

be .60. 

. Comutati of corr3tj techrLca1 

theiat.cs 2 3 d des j. 
The data for this coriputation are given ir. Appendix B, 

Chart #, The values for substitution Into the form1a 
are: n - 128, Ex - 298, Ey - 81i8, Ex2 - 792, Ey2 - 6667, 
and Exy - 2109. By computation the correlation was found 

to be .4-2. 

6. Comr,utation rrelatipp betreen technical nath- 
enatic 2 3 c1ìinc clesirm The data 
for this computation are given in Aperdix B, Chart #6. 

The values for substtution Into the formula are: n - 125f, 

Ex - 333, Ey - 862, Ex2 999, Ey - 682+ and Exy -22. 
By computation the correlation :tas found to be .6. 

7. Comtation corre1at10 between technical i, .a.a iduztria1 Instruments 4-61. 

The data for this con::utation are given In Appendix B, 

Chart 7. The values for substitution into the formula 
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are: ri - 131, Ex - 32+, Ey - 882, Ex2 - 912, Ey2 - 7OO4, 

and Exy 2331. By computation the correlation was found 

to be 

8, Comìutatio correlation betwoeji technical math- 

emat 161, and 3 and i4 electricity 9J. 

The data for this computation are given in Appendix B, 

Chart t8 The values for substitution into the fornula 

are : n - 131, Ex - 281, Ey - 882, Ex2 - 731, Ey2 - 7OOf, 

and Exy - 199k. By computation the correlation was found 

to be .28. 

9. ConDutation correlation between technical math- 

ematics 161, .a industrial electricity . 

The data for this computation are given In Appendix B, 

Chart #9. The values for substitution into the formula 

are: n - l21f, Ex - Ey - 855, Ex2 731e Ey2 6823, 

and Exy - 1828. By computation the correlation was found 

to be ,+7. 

lO. CprnDutatiofl of core]atipn between technical math- 

ema t i C S ni 3.a i tndu s t ri guipnen. 

The data for this computation are given in Appendix B, 

Chart #10. The values for substitution into the formula 

are: n - 12f, - 336, Ey -8, Ex2 - 992, Ey2 6823, 

and Exy - 2+l3. By computation the correlation was found 

to be .35. 
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li. ComDutation correlation between technical 

athon1atic$ Z industria]. uipnent 

The data for this computation are given in Appendix L3, 

Chart #11. The valaes for substitution into the formula 

are: n. - 122, ix 351, E3T 8L.6, 2 - 1113, Ey2 - 679k, 

and Exy - 2522. Dy computation the correlation was found 

to be .27. 

12. Conmutation corr1atiQfl between çhnic1 

thematics 3Q and industria' instruments 

The data for this computation are given in Apendix B, 

Chart #12. The values for substitution into the formula 

are: n - 122, Ex - 311, Ey - 8L8, Ex2 - 878, Ey2 - 679+, 

and Exy - 22+O. By computation the correlation was found 

to be .28. 

CpmDutation uthom.tics gjades pveraU lio1arship 

There were three correlations computed between math- 

ematics grades and overall scholarship as displayed by 

quality points. The computations of those correlations 

follow. 

13. CotaDutation corrolations between technical 

mathematics a total Doint The data for 

this computation are given in Appendix B, Chart #13. The 

values for substitution into the formula are: n - 121, 



Ex - 655, Ey - 282, E2 I.715, Ey2 - 82 and Exy - 177+. 

By computation the correlation was found to be .6. 

11i. Co utatjg çje1atipn between techniç 

thetics 2 àn ota2. QJ j!ointi. The theta 

for this coniputation are given in Appendix B, Chart 

The values for ubst1tutiori into the formula are: n - 121, 

Ex - 655, Ey - 567, 2 E715, Ey2 - 3173 and Exy - 3#91. 

By computation the correlation was found to be .5+. 

15. Cpzrnutatj.pn rrelatt twe chnica.1 

nathen,tics 3, , 3Q total j1ity points. The 

data for this con . putt1on are given in Appendix 13, Chart 

15. The values for substitution into the fcrtu1a are: 

n - 121, Ex - 655, Ey - 8L5, Ex2 - 3.715, y2 - 6785' and 

Exy - 5156. By computation the correlation was found to 

be .57. 
In tue nt ciapter these correlations will be 

suw.marized and the implications arising out of them dis- 
cussed. 



CHAPTER VIII 

Intei'petatiQ4 gj Data, ujnn3az'v Dlicatioz$ 

To make the statistica]. analysis given in the last 

chapter meaningful the data must be suarized and inter- 

preted, and its implications explored. The first step 

in this process is the sumnary and interpretation, 'which 

has been divided as the data were into oomputations of 

specific relationships and computations of overall rei- 

ationship s. 

on of sqjecj ioshis 

To enable tìe reader to see the significance of 

the correlations at a glance, they have been set up in 

the table which follows. Any correlation between .80 and 

1.00 was considered very high; between .O and .80, sub- 

stantial; between .30 and .O, some; between .20 and .30, 

slight; and between .00 and .20, practically none. This 

is the scale of values given by Super V6, p. 650). 

ThBI : C0MEiPTATIONS SU13JEGï RELATIONSHIPb 

Nam o course 
____ - ______ 

Corre- 
_____ 

SDl 
______ 

LlterDretatp 
_____________ 

Technical mathematics r i 1 n s 
)3 substantial 

161 vs. Applied physics 171 



Nazne course pj- rD1q flterDotatioX1 
. si 

T.m. 161, 262 vs. r t r : 1+0 substantial 
applied hysics (noch) 

T.m. 161, 262, 363 vs. r : .63 n : 13f substantial 
strength of naterials 

T.in. 161, 262, 363 vs. r t .60 n t 130 substantial 
strength or naterials 
r.,.) 

T.rii. 161 262, 363 vs. 
machine design or 

T.m. 161, 262, 363 vs. 
inachino design 505 

Tan. 161, 262, 363 vs. 
industrial electrcity 
9l 

T.rn. 161, 262, 363 vs. 
industrIal electricity 
59 2 

Tan. 161, 262, 363 vs. 
industrial instruments 
61 

T.n. 161, 262, 363 vs. 
industrial equipment 
521 

Tan. 161, 262, 363 vs. 
industrial !nstruents 
662 

r: .1+2 n:128 some 

r: .1+6 n:125 some 

r z .28 n * 131 slight 

r: .1+7 n:].21+ sorne 

r t .1+1+ n z 131 sorio 

r : ,35 n z 121+ sorne 

r t .28 ri z 122 slight 

T.m. 161, 262, 363 vs. r : .27 n z 172 slIght 
industrial equlpznnt 
622 

To discover thether these correlations are significant 
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the Rho test was used, as explained in Walker and Lev 

0+9, p. )+70). For the seven subjects taken in the first 

four terms, the conservative value of 125 degrees of 
freedom was used. Six of the seven correlations were 

much higher than .288, indicating that there are only 

five chances in 10,000 that the correlation was due to 

chance. The seventh correlation is .28, or just below 

this point, and well above the .228 figure showing that 

there are only five chances in 1000 that the correlatioi 

was due to chance factors. 

For the five subjects taken in the final two terms, 

the conservative value of 100 degrees of freedom was used. 

Three of the correlations were higher than .321, indicating 
that there are only five chances in 10,000 that the corre- 

lation was due to chanco factors. The other two correlations 

are higher than .251+, indicating that there are only five 

chances in 1000 that this correlation was due to chance. 

These results show a varying amount of correlation 

between technical mathematics grades and grades in techni- 

ca]. and applied physics courses. The highest correlations 

exist in applied physics (heat and mechanics) and strength 

of materials 332 and +33. 

As can be seen on the scattergrans on courses other 

than applied physics and strength (listed in Appendix B) 
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the standards of grading have eased up considerably 

since the first courses. This can be explained by the 

fact that many of the weaker students have loft or been 

dropped, leaving a better group scholastically. With 

this shift in marking and the very small number of D's 

and being given, the correlations are reduced. At 

least part of this reduction may be attributed to the 

restricted rance of the grades. 

However, one variable which has not been measured 

is the Influence of high school training In mathematics 

on scholarship in these courses. It might be expected 

that it would be of greatest influence in the early courses 

arid decrease later a the mathematics differences in pre.- 

pa.ration are reduced. This unmeasured factor probably 

affects the results to some extent. 

Gpmutatipns mathematics grades overall cholarshiD 
indicated guality Doints 

TABLE 2 t COMPUATIQNS OF MATHEMATICS GRADES TO QUALITY 
____ - 

po_Iw2 - _________ _____ - ______ 

Name of mathematic* courses Corre.. Sample Interpreta- 
« lation size tion 

T.m. 161 vs. total quai. pts. r:.56 n:121 substantial 

T,rn. 161, 262 vs. total r:.5+ nzl2l substantial 
quality points 

T.m. 3.61y 262, 363 vs. t.ci. ii57 n:121 substantial 



Once again the tho tent ia trnod to taGt the aig.. 

n.tficanco ot these corxe1ations. The conservativo value 

of 100 degrees or freedoei i used, giving the critical 

score of .321. Since all throo values are wall above 

this point, there ar only five possibilities in 10,000 

that these corre1ationi wore due to chance. !ixì since 

this set ot correlations itas clearly not due to chancee 

it may be ova.uatod as a steady substantial correlation. 

1c'over1 the correlations are spuriously highs since 

sono of the quality point totals reflect quality points 

earned in technical mathotmtios, 15 of the total 138f 

hours roproent courses in technical rathemnatics; this 

is 9' of aU hours taken. There is no way to conpensate 

for this, though, except to point it out. 

Another possible variable is based on the writer's 

observations as a teacher of students in the nochanical 

technology curriculum. This is the fact that many of 

the weaker ttudents have to spend nore tine studying aath. 

enatics than they should. There are tto possible effects 

of this tondencys first, that their grades in other courses 

will be lowered because of less tue for studying thea, 

therefore inproving the correlations between nathematics 

grades and both specific courses and the nber of quality 
points; aM secnd, that a raising of athomatics grades 



due to extra effort may reduce the correlation of the 

grades ifl other courses which were lowered due to less 

study time. 

Swnmar Ql study 

Since the correlations have proved not to be due to 

chance factors, it seems logical to say thatz 

1. There is a definite relationship between 

grades in technical mathematics and certain 

technical and applied physics courses. 

2. There is a defInite relationship between grades 

in technical mathematics and overall scholastic 

performance as shown by number of quality points. 

Both of these facts, of course, apply to students in the 

mechanical technology curriculum at the Erie County Tech- 

nical Institute. 
While It Is possible that the grades in technical 

mathematics are caused by work in the other courses at 

the institute, it is the opinion of department heads, the 

senior instructor in technical mathematics and other in- 

formed members ci' the faculty that the mathematical back- 
ground of the student at the time he takes these courses 

is the reason for failure or success. 
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Recommendations furt1ir study 

This saine analysis could Drofitably be applied to 

the four other curriculums at the institute which operate 

in the engineering area. In addition, this sarde group 

and other groups could be subjected to the following: 

1. A study correlating grades in high school 

mathematics to grades in technical mathematics; 

2. A study correlating test scores in matheiiatics 

at time of entrance to actual aciievenent in 

technical mathematics; and 

3. A factora]. analysis to seo whether or not some 

other single common olenient such as inductive 

reasoning is not being measured by the corre- 

lations of this study. 

In'Ucations 

However, if wo assume that there is a relationship 

between high school mathematics preparation and success 

in the mechanical technology program, as do menbers of 

the institute administration and the mechanical technology 

department, the following implications suggest a many-phased 

attack on the study of mathematics at the pro-institute, 

institute and community levels. 
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& institut level: 

1. 3trcss the 1rportance of eiathernatics &s a tool 

in advanced subjects In the curriculum to students 

at the time of their apl1cation; durinC the ori- 

ontation Deriod when school begins; and in the 

mathematics courses themselves. 

2. For those stuidents with a weak background in 

mathematics who are accepted, set up a special 

mathematics class in the summer prior to the 

opening of regular classes. 

3. For the section weak in mathematics, establish 

a regular extra class hour or two weekly; also, 

help these students to better arrange their study 

time so that thiS extra cias-and-preparation 
time for mathematics will not handicap their 

progress in other coursos. 

)+. Give extra time to Individual students with math... 

ematles problems, showing the students hou im- 

portant the subject is to their progress in the 

mechanical technology curriculum. 

pro-iristitute level: 

5. Inform high school counselors, prospective 

students and their parents of these results and 

others that show the importance of mathematics, 
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a. By publishing the results of this study 

for dissemination to high school counselors. 

b. 33y bringing further empn.asis on matheatis 

to bear at the time of high school career 

day programs. 

e. By emphasizing to junior high school level 

students that they take high school math 

ezaaties if they desire a techziteal career. 

tir lv4: 

6. Set up a joint program with the school of en- 

gineering at the University of Buffalo and the 

Engineering Society of Buffalo to better pub.. 

llcize the need for high school Lathec atlos in 

engineering and semi..enginoering professional 

training. 
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APPENDIX A 

Grades Quality Pointe Made 
ents Qye Included this Study 

a . 

cg -I -t c 
'4 '0 - C) C) '0 t' (7 ('4 '0 -4 C a * '0 '0 0 d O 

CDD+BCDDBBBCDCDC 189 
C C B 7 B C C C. 13 C C D B C C C 2O9 
F F D O 1 C D D C C C C D D B C B 138 
A B A 711 A A A A B A A A A A A A 378 
A A A 812 A C B C B A C C B C B B 263+ ACC68BAABAABCBABA 332 ABB71OAABBABACDBCC 286f BCC57BDCCCCBBCBBB 2212 
D C C 3 5 B C D C B C C D C B C B 216+ BAB71OAA13BABACDBCC 286+ 
C C C 1F 6 B B B B B B C C D C B A 27+ 
C C C 6 B A A B B A B D C C A B 230 
C A C 6 8 B C B C D D B F D C A C 166 FDDÎ2CCDDCCDDDCBB 17c* BBA61OAABBBAACBAAA 317 
C C C + 6 B A C C B C C D C B B A 2+3 DDB2CBCCCBBCC13BA 22fr 
D F C 1 3 C D C B B C A C C B C B 21 BBB69BCCCCBBCBACB 210 
B C B 5 8 C C D C C B C D D C D C 169 
B C B 5 8 B A C D B B C D C B D B 191* 
C C C 6 B B D C B B D B C B C B 2204- 
A A C 810 B A D C A A B C C C A B 280 
C C D + 5 B B D C C C C D D C C C 19-'rk ABA711ABBCBABDDABB 286 
A B A 711 A B B C I A C C C A B A 262 
D C C 3 5 D C C D C D D F D C B D 171i4- BCC7CCFDDDCFDCçB 132 BBB69AACCAAABBBAB 315' 
A B D 7 8 B B C C C C B B C C C B 203 BCC57BBBABABCBBCA 261+ 
D D D 2 3 D C C C B - B C - - - - CDD3FBBCDCABDDBCD 19&- 
B B B 6 9 B B D B A B A A B B B B 312 
D C C 3 5 B C D C B C C D D C B C 154 



e e 

-4 4C% 
4 (\4 (t'% 

...4 ( Cfl - hr., .-4 -4 C4 -4 ( C'Is t4 
'O ß C- (\ (\ O O Y' (È ) N 4.' .el 

C -4 Ç '4 '4 '4 '4 W\ Ø O i O 
4 

D 
B 
C 
C 
C 
B 
D 
C 
D 
C 

C 
B 
C 
C 
D 
C 
Ç 
D 
C 
B 
A 
D 
A 
D 
B 
B 
C 
A 
C 
B 
C 
C 
D 
B 
A 
D 
D 
D 
C 

D 
B 
C 
D 
C 
B 
D 
C 
C 
B 
B 
B 
C 
C 

D 
D 
C 
F 
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B 
A 
D 
A 
F 
A 
A 
D 
A 
C 
D 

P 

D 

D 
D 

D23CDFFD'DF---- A6iOAAAAAAACBAAA BF7ABBABAABAABA C3BBDDBCBCCDCD BIF7BDCBCBABCBCB B69CCCABBCCBABC F22CDDCDBCDDBBA Df5CBCBBABBCBCB D3CCDFDBDFDBCB B58ACCDBCCCCBBB B8BBBAABCDABBB B69BACCCBBDDBCD C+6BBCCCBABBCBB D)+5CDDCCCDCDD- B2CCDDDCCDCCBB D3LFCCDFFCCDDCCB B+7BBDDCADDCBBC D12DDFDD'DD--- B17ACCCCDCDFCCC B69BBDCDBCDDCBB B8]1BCDII-BD.---- C2+BCDFCCCDDCBB A812AABBBCBCCCCB D12BCIFCDCDFB-- C79BBDDCCCBDCBA B71OBBDDCBACCBAA B36ABCCCBCDCDBB A812AACBDCBDCDCC C6CACCCBcDDDcA C6BBDCBACDCBcA 
s. - s B - - - a S t - - 
C 2 B D ---------- - s D ----------- 

. - C - - - - - B C - - - - mi - - 
- - - D s s s S 
S e Ç ------ S S 5 S D23BCD -------- C35CDD --------- 
The above figures, for the Class of 19, do 
not show five students who dropped out during 
the first term, leaving no grade record. 

3+2 
337.' 
181 
21&' 
2 8 
I 53 

254 
320 
191 
2 2- 

138- 
182 

162g 

1+2 
286 

216 
232f 
229 
2O+ 
173 
223- 
a - SS 
S-S- 

-S-- 
S--- 
-ese- 
S--- 
-S'-S 
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s 

-4 C\ «\ - \ - '-4 N -1 C ('J ji-41 
) "O O O ) O 0' C O C' .-s-i 

s * a-4 ('-à ( -t M.' -* - tt% '-t.' '.0 '.0 0 O 4*,-44-4 
y; 

DDI2DBDDCCCDDBI3B ))+2 
B C 6 &3 A A B B B C 13 B C B D C 26( 
D D 2 3 C D D D D D D C D C B B 1F8 
A A 812 A A B B B B B B B A C 13 293- 
A B 8 U A A B - - --------- - CC3BBCCBBBCBBBA 251 
C C 6 8 C B D C D C C C C B G B 193-i 
A C 7 9 B B C D C B C C C C C B 186 BB53BBBBBABACBAA 307f 
C D 2 3 C C D F D C D C D D F F 
B k 1. 7 C C F D C C C C C C D D 166 
D r) 2 3 C C D D C C B C C B C A 187-h- 
B B 710 A B C C C B B B C A C A 2I4]. 

D n i 2 C C D F B D C B C B C D 181-ir BA7UABBAAABBBABB 329 DD3+BCDCCCCBDCDC 2041 
B D G 7 B C D D D D C B C B C D 182 
D D 2 3 C C D F D C B B D C C B 152f. 
- a S D - ----- - 
D D 2 3 B C F D D C F B D B C C 166j- FD ............... CD56BCDDDDCCDBCD 169f 
B D 5 6 A C C B C C D B C C C B 179 
D D 2 3 B B C C B B B A C B B B 252-k 
B B 710 B B C C C C C C C B C C 236 
C C 3 5 C C D C D C D B D C B B 158 
D D 2 3 C C D C C C B C C B B B 210 
D D . 2 B A - D B C C C B C C C 202 BB-S9BBBBBAABABAA 31-- 
Ç C Lf 6 B B B ----------- - 
C C + 6 D C D D C C C B C B B B 186 

£he above figures are for the Class of 1955. 
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APPENDIX B 

Distribution Nat Course 
CQmparatiye Cours Grades 

Technical matheiîiatics 161 vs. applied physics 171 (heat) 

F D C B A 

A 1 8 17 

B 11 17 8 

C 2 10 22 7 

D 6 16 II 

F 5 6 1 

Technical mathematics 161, 262 vs. applied physics 
(mechanics) 

F D C B A 

8 2 2 8 

7 10 6 

6 6 7 7 

5 3 9 6 3 

3 6 II 1 

3 2 lO 6 1 

2 12 2 

1 2 5 1 1 

0 1 



1O'+ 

Technical mathematics 161, 262, 363 vs. strength of 
materials 332 

F D C B 

12 1 + i 

II 1 2 5 2 

10 2 3 5 2 

9 3 6 1 

8 2 5 5 1 

7 2 6 7 6 

6 1 5 6 3 1 

5 11 

2 8 1 

3 2 7 3 

2 2 3 

1 2 1 

Technical mathematics 16]., 262, 363 vs. strength of 
materials 1+33 

F D C B A 

12 1 3 2 

11 2 3 3 

10 1 5 3 3 

9 2 6 2 

8 1 3 1+ 5 

7 1 10 2 

6 1 3 7 1+ 



105' 

5 i 5' 7 1 

3 5' 2 

3 3 3 3. 

2 2 2 

1 1 1 1 

Technical mathematics 161, 262, 363 vs. machine design +O1. 

F D C B A 

12 1 3 1 

u 1 5 2 

10 
5' 3 

9 1 6 1 2 

8 2 6 + 2 

7 IF 8 9 

6 1 5 7 

S 2 6 6 

'4. 1 1 7 1 

3 6 2 3 

2 2 3 2 

i 2 2 

Technical mathematics 161, 262, 363 vs. machine design 505 

F D C B. A 

12 2 1 3 

11 3 5 

10 1 5 6 
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9 

8 

7 

6 

5 

3 

f) 

i 

1 7 2 

i If IF 

5 7 6 3 

2 3 6 3 

1 9 3 

i if 1 

1 7 1 

2 3 1 

i j. 

Tecru1ca1 athemat1cs 161e 262, 363 vs. Industrial 
Instruments IF61 

¿C 
- F) 

C. 

ii 2 IF 3 

10 2 5 

9 If 3 3 

8 5 7 1 

7 IF 7 8 2 

6 2 9 if 

5 if 6 if 

IF 1 5 if 

3 1 3 1 5 1 

2 2 5 

1 2 1 
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Technical niathortatics 161, 262, 363 vs. industrial 
electricity +91 

_F D .0 B A 

12 1 2 2 1 

II 2 1 2 

10 7 1 

9 2 3 1 

8 1 1 1 6 1 

8 7 1 7 1 

6 1 5 3 6 

5 1 5 5 2 1 

1 3 3 3 

3 1 6 3 1 

2 5 1 1 

1 1 2 

Technical mathematIcs 161, 262, 363 vs. industrial 
electricity 592 

F D C B A 

12 2 2 2 

11 1 3 2 2 

10 1 6 1 

9 3 2 1 

8 2 10 1 

7 1 10 5 1 



6 1 3.0 

5 6 6 2 

L1. 6 3 1 

3 

2 1 3 3. 1 

i i 

Technical mathematics 161, 262, 363 vs. industrial 
eouirment 521 

B 

j.c.:. j. 

U 2 6 

10 3 5 

9 2 

8 7 2 

7 7 10 

6 2 5 6 1 

5 6 1 3 

1 i 1 5 

3 3 2 

2 2 

1 1 
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Technical mathematics 161, 262, 363 vs. industrial 
equipment 622 

F D C B A 

12 1 3 2 

11 1 2 5 

10 2 6 

9 1 1 6 2 

3 3 7 3 

7 2 7 8 

G 2 8 

2 3 14. 

: 2 Lf 

3 1 1 6 1 

2 1 1 2 1 

:i 1 

Technical mathematics 161, 262, 363 vs. industrial 
instruments 662 

__F D C B A 

12 3 2 

11 2 + 2 

10 1 
1/ 

9 If 3 3 

8 2 5 If 2 

7 2 13 I 

6 8 I 
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5 6 7 

2 

3 1 5 3 

2 2 3 

3. 1 

Technical mathematics 161 vs. total quality points 

1 2 3 9 10 ].]. 12 l 

3 3 + + 22 3 1 2 

+ 3 if 3 if if i 5 2 

Q/2 3 7 6 3 1F 2 2. 3 

W5 8 3 1 3 if 3. 

3. 2 3. 1 

Technical mathematics 161, 262 vs. total quality points 

I 3 _i-L 9 10 12. 12 13 

8 1 2 2 2 1 21 1 

7 3_ i i if 2 2 3 1 1 

6 2 2 3 3 2 3. if 3 

'2 3 2 2 1 1 3 1 2 1 

if 3 3 3 3 2 2 2 1 3. 

/3 If if 
3 2 1 1 

,1'3 if 3. 3 2 

;/3. 2 

W' 



lu 

Technical natho'atics 161, 262, 363 vs. total quality 

Points 

1 6 8 9 1 12 1 'i 

12 1 1 1 1 1 

II 1 2 1 1 

10 3 3 3 3 

9 111 3. 21 3 

8 1 1 + 1 3 1 1 1 

2/1 15' 3 3 2 1 2 1 2 1 

1 3 3 2 2 2 

/1 3 3 2 2 2 

/)+ 1 1 2 1 1 

3/1 3 1 2 1 

/1 1 2 1 


